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Abstract

This study investigates how firms meet exceptional financing needs during “investment spikes”

or years with unusually large investment programs, and finds that investment financing during

an investment spike differs from that at other times using data for publicly traded US firms

from 1988 to 2013. During investment spikes, external finance, particularly debt finance, is

very important in funding large investment programs. However, firms with smaller firm size,

lower profitability, more future growth opportunities, fewer tangible assets, and greater R&D

spending tend to use more equity finance. This study finds that large firms’ financing patterns

are consistent with the pecking-order theory in the short run, and with the trade-off theory in

the long run, but small firms’ financing patterns are neither consistent with pecking-order the-

ory in the short run nor with trade-off theory in the long run.
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1 Introduction

Economists have known of the lumpiness of investment since Doms and Dunne’s (1998) influential

work showing that plant-level investment is lumpy based on plant-level investment data from the

US Census Bureau’s micro data files (Caballero et al., 1995; Power, 1994; Cooper et al., 1999).

While the effect of aggregation evens out the lumpiness of firm-level investment, there is still a

large body of literature suggesting that aggregation does not substantially eliminate the lumpiness

of firm-level investment (Caballero and Engel, 1999; Doyle and Whited, 2001). In addition, there

are several plausible theoretical explanations for the lumpiness of investment. Scholars have at-

tempted to explain lumpy investment patterns through non-convex capital adjustment costs (Roth-

schild, 1971), irreversibility of investment (Pindyck, 1991; Dixit, 1995; Dixit and Pindyck, 1994),

and external financing costs arising from financing constraints (Whited, 2006). Nevertheless, most

existing empirical corporate finance studies have not effectively considered the lumpiness of in-

vestment until recently. It is widely accepted that the dominant source of finance for firms across

different countries and time periods is retained earnings (see Mayer (1988), Corbett and Jenkinson

(1997), and Rajan and Zingales (1995)). However, this primarily indicates how firms finance their

routine, replacement investment rather than non-routine, expansion investment.

Recently, the way in which firms meet exceptional financing needs for unusually large invest-

ment opportunities has become the central subject of an emerging body of literature, including

DeAngelo et al. (2011), who built a dynamic capital structure model in which firms deliberately

but temporarily deviate from permanent leverage targets by issuing transitory debt to fund “in-

vestment spikes.” Their findings indicate that the model explains firms’ debt issuance/repayment

decisions better than static trade-off models and accounts for the leverage changes that accompany

investment spikes. In their model, firms have leverage targets as in static trade-off models, but man-

agers sometimes choose to deviate from targets, which requires a re-balancing by reducing debt

with a lag determined in part by the time path of investment opportunities and earnings realiza-

tion. Their model offers plausible explanations for otherwise puzzling aspects of observed capital

structure decisions, including i) why firms often choose to deviate from their leverage targets and

ii) why empirical studies find such low average speeds of re-balancing toward targets.
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In addition to DeAngelo et al. (2011), there are many related studies in this area. Mayer and

Sussman’s (2002, 2005) studies are some of the earliest works that empirically examine corporate

financing behaviors around investment spikes, finding that financing patterns around investment

spikes differ from those at other times, and arguing that financing patterns during and after in-

vestment spikes are likely to be particularly informative in understanding corporate financing be-

havior1, and propose using the flow-of-funds approach combined with a filtering device designed

to identify investment spikes2. Unlike studies using aggregate data, Mayer and Sussman (2005)

find that external sources of finance, and particularly debt, are much more important to financing

corporate investment when a firm’s investment spending is unusually high. Using data for publicly

traded non-financial US firms, they confirm that in most periods, internal sources provide most of

the financing required for replacement and trend growth, with very small contributions from both

debt and new equity. Particularly for larger firms, the share of investment financed by debt is much

higher than that from other sources during investment spikes. They also find that debt finance is

less important in periods immediately after investment spikes, suggesting that debt–assets ratios

re-adjust towards some underlying target. Based on these results, they argue that financing pat-

terns around investment spikes are consistent with the pecking order theory in the short run and

the trade-off theory in the long run. DeAngelo et al. (2011) also analyze the financing decisions

associated with investment spikes and find that even when a firm has above average leverage, large

investment outlays are typically accompanied by substantial debt issues that increase leverage,

confirming Mayer and Sussman’s (2005) major findings.

Huang et al. (2007) also take a similar approach to examining US firms’ financing decisions

by evaluating the financing response of US firms to large perturbations in cash flow requirements.

Although this is a very different situation, the financing patterns are very similar. Firms with larger

and longer cash flow shortages tend to rely more on equity finance than debt finance. After the

perturbations, firms gradually adjust their leverage back toward their previous level by repaying

debt and issuing equity. They conclude that financing patterns during a perturbation are consistent
1Two other papers support of this event-based approach. Strebulaev (2007) argues that capital structure theories

can be tested without contamination from friction by focusing on refinancing points. Elsas et al. (2014) also note that
that large investment events provide enhanced information about firms’ capital structure preferences because they tend
to be accompanied by significant external financing.

2Mayer and Sussman (2005) were the first to notice that summary statistics for financing patterns overstate the
importance of internal finance in funding firms’ investment activities.
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with the pecking-order theory, whereas the adjustment after a perturbation is consistent with the

trade-off theory. Similarly, Bond et al. (2006) find that debt finance is more important in years

of investment spikes than in normal periods using UK data, and that debt finance is less important

in the period immediately after investment spikes. In addition, they find that differences in firms’

technologies, measured through R&D programs, Tobin’s Q, or total factor productivity relative

to industry norms, may be less important in explaining differences in financing patterns during

investment spikes than in normal periods. By studying how US firms paid for 2,073 investment

spikes between 1989 and 2006, Elsas et al. (2014) test major capital structure theories and find that

large investments are mostly externally financed, finding evidence consistent with the trade-off and

market timing hypotheses, but inconsistent with the standard pecking order hypothesis. Recently,

Im (2014) finds that firms with more liquid shares tend to rely more on issuing net debt and less on

issuing net equity during investment spikes using US data to investigate the relationship between

the market liquidity of firms’ shares and their propensity to raise debt to fund large investments.

This study makes several contributions to this emerging body of literature. First, this paper

begins by documenting how publicly-traded US firms financed recent investment spikes (i.e. from

1990 to 2011) using a filter which has several advantages over existing filtering procedures, such

as Cooper et al. (1999), Power (1998), or Mayer and Sussman (2005). This study aims beyond

a narrow test of a particular corporate finance theory to achieve a deeper understanding of how

large investment activities are financed. Mayer and Sussman (2005), Gatchev et al. (2009), and

Elsas et al. (2014) conducted closely related studies, though the methodology developed in this

study is extended to evaluate the power of the pecking order and trade-off theories in explaining

financing patterns around investment spikes. This study uses a linear-regression-based filtering

procedure, similar to that in Bond et al. (2006). Unlike Mayer and Sussman (2005), who study a

narrowly selected sample of 535 investment spikes, this study examines a widely selected sample

of 7,494 investment spikes. Additionally, this study describes financing patterns by investigating

the investment-weighted proportions of financing sources as shares of base-level investment, and

then compares financing patterns during investment spikes with those before and after spikes.

Second, this study extensively explores the heterogeneity of financing patterns around invest-

ment spikes by investigating whether financing patterns vary with firm size, profitability, level of
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future growth opportunities, asset tangibility, R&D intensity, industry, and business cycle. Next,

this study examines small and large firms’ financing patterns during investment spikes to determine

whether they are consistent with the pecking-order theory in the short run, specifically whether fi-

nancing patterns vary with the magnitude of investment spikes3. Finally, I move on to investigate

whether large and small firms’ financing patterns during and after investment spikes are consistent

with the trade-off theory in the long run and analyze whether financing patterns during investment

spikes vary with the level of initial leverage. According to the classical trade-off theory of debt, re-

gardless of firm size, firms with higher initial leverage will use more equity to finance investments

during investment spikes. However, under the dynamic trade-off theory augmented with invest-

ment spikes as outlined by DeAngelo et al. (2011), firms with higher initial leverage may not

adjust their leverage back to their target or optimal leverage level when they have unusually good

investment opportunities. Thus, firms with higher initial leverage do not necessarily use more eq-

uity to finance investment spikes. I then analyze whether financing patterns after investment spikes

vary according to the level of initial leverage. According to both the classical the trade-off theory

and DeAngelo et al.’s (2011) dynamic trade-off model, firms will adjust their leverage downwards

following investment spikes through some combination of net debt repayments and equity issues,

and the adjustment pattern will be more pronounced when initial leverage is higher. The full em-

pirical results in this study show that classical trade-off theory cannot fully explain the financing

patterns in both large and small firms, though DeAngelo et al.’s (2011) dynamic trade-off model

augmented with investment spikes does fully explain these patterns.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the data, methodology,

and descriptive statistics. Section 3 investigates how investment spikes are financed by analyzing

the flow of funds around investment spikes for subgroups based on various firm characteristics such

as size and profitability, industry, and business cycle. The following Section 4 investigates how

3Fama and French (2002) and Frank and Goyal (2003) provide excellent descriptions of the testable implications
Myers’ (1984) pecking order theory using Myers and Majluf’s (1984) framework. The evidence for the pecking-order
theory in the literature is mixed: Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999), Gungoraydinoglu and Öztekin (2011), and Chung
et al. (2013) find evidence supporting the pecking order theory, while Chirinko and Singha (2000), Frank and Goyal
(2003), and Fama and French (2002) find evidence against it. My finding that the financing patterns of small firms
are not consistent with the pecking order theory is in line with Fama and French (2002) who argue that they identify
“one deep wound” on the pecking order (the large equity issues of small low-leverage growth firms) and Fulghieri and
Lukin (2001) who show that a setting similar to that of Myers and Majluf (1984) can generate the reverse pecking
order if information is endogenously generated, especially if information production costs are sufficiently low.
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investment spikes’ financing patterns vary according to the magnitude of the investment spike and

initial leverage to examine whether the financing patterns of large and small firms are consistent

with the pecking-order theory in the short run and the trade-off theory in the long run. Section 5

presents conclusions and suggests some important and interesting extensions for future research.

2 Data, methodology and descriptive statistics

2.1 Data

This study uses data from the consolidate annual financial statements of publicly traded US com-

panies reported in Standard and Poor’s Compustat North America Fundamental Annual Dataset

from 1988 to 2013. The data start from 1988 because investigating financing patterns around in-

vestment spikes requires firm-level flow-of-funds data available from cash-flow statements, which

replaced the “cash statements by sources and uses of fund” in 1988 by the Financial Accounting

Standards Boards #5. Firms with standard industrial classification (SIC) codes between 6000 and

6999 or between 4900 and 4999 are excluded as these firms focus on financial services or are regu-

lated utilities. All nominal items from the statement of cash flows, income statement, and balance

sheet are deflated or inflated to year 2000 dollars using the GDP deflator available from the World

Bank Data Bank. An interpolated GDP deflator is used if the fiscal year ends in months other than

December.

The data is further processed by dropping observations if the firms are observed for less than

five years, if the firm is missing any variable that constitutes the cash-flow identity. However, the

missing item is replaced with zero if at least one component of each financing source is reported

because “missing” does not mean “unaccounted for.” For example, note that LT DEBT , the amount

of long-term debt finance, can be calculated as “issuance of long-term debt (dltis)” less “reduction

of long-term debt (dltr).” The firm-year observation should be deleted if both dltis and dltr are

missing, though if only one of the two components is missing, then it is likely that only “net

issuance of long-term debt” is reported. In this case, it makes more sense to replace the missing

item with zero rather than remove the firm-year observation. Finally, to reduce the effects of
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outliers and eradicate errors in the data, all variables in ratios are winsorized at the 1st and 99th

percentiles, as in Flannery and Rangan (2006). Appendix A.1 provides details for the Compustat

items used to construct the variables in this study.

2.2 Algorithms to identify investment spikes

This paper closely follows a novel approach suggested by Mayer and Sussman (2005) and used

elsewhere to study financing patterns, such as in Bond et al. (2006) and Huang et al. (2007).

It is possible to determine exactly how investment is financed using the firm-level flow-of-funds

data combined with a filtering device to identify investment spikes. This new approach elimi-

nates a potential bias caused by merging routine and non-routine investment periods, which arises

if investment is lumpy (i.e., firms’ regimes switch between high and low investment), financing

patterns are markedly different across regimes, and the data from the two regimes are merged to

make inferences about financing patterns. Mayer and Sussman (2005) argue that pooling data

from the two regimes dilutes the sample and obscures results without increasing the efficiency of

the estimation.

To focus on investment spikes, it is possible to use a filter to identify large investment episodes

from the pool of both large investments and routine replacement investments, which also helps

to eliminate the potential bias from merging the investment regimes. Nevertheless, designing a

reliable filter is not as straightforward as it might seem. Two strands of research have attempted to

identify investment spikes, though the literature on investment spike financing is scarce compared

with that on empirical and theoretical explanations of the lumpiness of investment. This shows

that empirical studies that assume that capital adjustments are frequent and continuous have not

yet been revised despite the abundant evidence that capital adjustments are infrequent and lumpy

(Whited, 2006).

2.2.1 Simple rules

The first strand of research uses simple rules such as absolute, relative, or combined spike criteria,

as represented by Power (1994, 1998), Cooper et al. (1999), and Nilsen et al. (2009). Power
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(1994) provided an extensive treatment of the definitions, causes, and consequences of investment

spikes. Nilsen et al. (2009) summarized the traditional definitions of investment spikes found in

the literature, of which there are three:

(i) Absolute spike criterion: If the investment rate, measured by the total investment-to-total

assets and fixed investment-to-fixed capital ratios, exceeds the absolute threshold, the invest-

ment is defined as an investment spike. The most commonly used threshold is 20% (see

Cooper et al. (1999)). The absolute spike criterion focuses on large but potentially frequent

investments, though it is not suitable for identifying sporadic bursts of investment that are

not large in an absolute sense.

(ii) Relative spike criterion: If the investment rate exceeds the median investment rate or the

normal investment rate by a factor that is generally set between 1.5 and 3, the investment

is defined as an investment spike (see Power (1998), Whited (2006), and DeAngelo et al.

(2011)). The relative spike criterion focuses on unusual and potentially disruptive bursts of

investment activity, although they may not be particularly large in an absolute sense. How-

ever, this criterion is not suitable for identifying smooth and potentially large expansions.

(iii) Combined spike criterion: Power (1998) classified an investment as an investment spike if

either the absolute or the relative spike criterion is satisfied. However, Nilsen et al. (2009)

classified an investment as an investment spike if both the absolute and the relative spike cri-

teria are satisfied, as they define the relative threshold slightly differently than Power (1998)

by adjusting the traditional investment spike definitions considering that the investment rates

of small firms are more volatile than those of large firms, and that small firms are more

likely to generate a larger number of investment spikes. Nilsen et al. (2009) define the rel-

ative threshold as the conditional expectation of the investment rate multiplied by a fixed

factor, which decreases the relative threshold of large firms. The absolute threshold never

allows the threshold for a spike to be lower than 20%. Elsas et al. (2014) also follow this

criterion.
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2.2.2 Filters to identify investment spikes

The second strand of research takes more proactive approaches in that they design filters to capture

investment spikes rather than apply a simple rule. Mayer and Sussman (2005) suggested a filter

based on the goodness-of-fit of actual five-year investment patterns to the benchmark investment

spike pattern (bit , bit , 2bit or above, bit , bit), where bit represents the base-level investment defined

as the average of firm i’s investments in the surrounding four years excluding year t. The filter is

similar to a relative spike in the sense that the investment is more likely to be categorized as an

investment spike if the investment is significantly greater than the base-level investment, though

there are several differences. First, the five-year period is the relevant range, rather than the whole

sample period. The five-year period might be more appropriate for judging whether the middle-

year investment is significantly greater than that in surrounding years. Second, the final decision

is based on a measure of the goodness-of-fit of each five-year investment sequence around a spike

candidate to the benchmark spike pattern. The filter is very intuitive but has some shortcomings.

First, the threshold is not only arbitrarily determined but is also not statistically interpretable.

Second, the filter does not use any sort of de-trending, so if there is a linear trend in an investment

sequence, the criterion over-penalizes the squared deviations from the benchmark spike pattern.

This study develops a linear-regression-based filtering procedure based on that used by Bond et

al. (2006). The new filter provides statistically interpretable results and works well when there is a

trend in the investment sequence. Let the investment data, Ii,t , for i = 1,2, · · · ,N and t = 1, · · · ,Ti,

be the investment outlays on tangible assets, intangible assets, and acquisitions (see Appendix A.1

for the formula and the Compustat items used to measure Ii,t).

The first step is to regress each five-year investment sequence, y=(Ii,t−2, Ii,t−1, Ii,t , Ii,t+1, Ii,t+2)
′,

for i = 1,2, · · · ,N and t = 3, · · · ,(Ti− 2), on a constant, a linear trend, and a dummy variable for

the middle-year t, where N is the number of firms and Ti is the length of firm i’s investment series,

so if Ti = 26, 22(= Ti− 4) regressions should be implemented for firm i. Therefore, a total of

∑
N
i=1(Ti−4) regressions are required. However, the following regression makes the algorithm sim-

pler in the sense that the algorithm does not require a large number of full regressions. In addition,

the anatomy provides interesting measures, such as α̂it , δ̂it , and γ̂it . The regression for identifying
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an investment spike can be expressed compactly as:

y = Xb+ ε, where ε∼ N(0,σ2), (1)

with the matrix X and vectors b and ε specified as follows:

X = [1 τ Dτ=0] =



1 −2 0

1 −1 0

1 0 1

1 +1 0

1 +2 0


, (2)

b = (αit ,βit ,δit)
′, and ε = (εi,t−2,εi,t−1,εi,t ,εi,t+1,εi,t+2)

′. Note that n = 5 and k = 3, where n is the

sample size and k is the number of regressors including a constant.

Using b̂ = (X′X)−1X′y, it can be shown that:

α̂it =
Ii,t−2 + Ii,t−1 + Ii,t+1 + Ii,t+2

4
, (3)

β̂it =
−2Ii,t−2− Ii,t−1 + Ii,t+1 +2Ii,t+2

10
, (4)

and

δ̂it = Ii,t− α̂it . (5)

In addition, the standard error of δ̂it is:

se(δ̂it) =

√
5
4

s2, (6)

using V̂ (b̂|X) = s2(X′X)−1, where s2 = ε̂′ε̂/(n− k) and ε̂ = (̂εi,t−2, ε̂i,t−1, ε̂i,t , ε̂i,t+1, ε̂i,t+2)
′.

The second step is to execute a one-sided t-test for δit or the coefficient for the dummy variable

Dτ=0. The null and alternative hypotheses are H0 : δit = 0 and H1 : δit > 0, respectively. Under the
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null hypothesis, the statistic

t
δ̂it

=
δ̂it

se(δ̂it)
(7)

follows a Student t-distribution with 2(= n− k) degrees of freedom. The final decision is made

based on the results from the one-sided t-test at the conventional significance level of 5%. That is,

Ii,t is classified as an investment spike if δ̂it is positive and statistically significant at the 5% level,

regardless of the magnitude of the coefficient. In other words, firm i has an investment spike in

year t if t
δ̂it

> t(0.95,d f = 2). It is also possible to use the 1% or 10% significance levels.

Note that α̂it is the base-level investment as measured by the average of the investments during

the five-year window excluding the spike year and β̂it is the slope of a linear trend in the five year

window. In addition, the magnitude of the abnormal component of an investment spike as a factor

of the base-level investment is:

γ̂it =
δ̂it

α̂it
. (8)

Repeating the procedures ∑
N
i=1(Ti− 4) times will identify a total of J firm-years as those with an

investment spike.

Notation

The identifier i ∈ {1,2, · · · ,N} represents the firm code, and j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,J} represents the invest-

ment spike code. The time index t ∈ {1, · · · ,T} represents the fiscal year reported in Compustat,

and the time index τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2} represents the time in relation to an investment spike.

For example, τ = 0 indicates the year categorized as an investment spike, and τ = −1 indicates

one year before an investment spike. The subscripts (i, t) are used when investment spikes are not

treated specially (i.e. in the whole sample), whereas the subscripts ( j,τ) are used when investment

spikes are treated specially (i.e. in the investment spike sample). For instance, Ii,t−1 represents

the investment of a given firm i measured in year t− 1, while LEVj,τ=−1 represents the leverage

measured one year before the spike (i.e. τ =−1) for the j−th investment spike.

Using the new notation, the base-level investment and the relative magnitude of the j-th invest-

ment spike are denoted as BASE j and SPIKESIZE j, for j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,J}, respectively. The filter

provides a sample of 8,756 investment spikes, or 9.85% of the 88,927 firm-year observations for
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which five consecutive years of investment data are observed. Of these, 5,897 firms have at least

one investment spike, with 1 to 6 spikes with the following distribution: 3,862 firms (65.49%) have

1 spike; 1,387 firms (23.52%) have 2 spikes; 494 firms (8.38%) have 3 spikes; 134 firms (2.27%)

have 4 spikes; 18 firms (0.31%) have 5 spikes; 2 firms (0.03%) have 6 spikes. This study considers

only (0,0,1,0,0)-type investment spikes, where 0 denotes a non-spike year and 1 denotes a spike

year, obtaining 8,702 investment spikes after dropping 54 investment spikes that do not conform

to this pattern. The median value of SPIKESIZE j for the 8,702 investment spikes is 3.48, which

suggests that the size of the median investment spike is approximately 4.48(= 3.48+1) times that

of base-level investments as measured by the average investments in the four surrounding years.

2.3 Descriptive statistics

Table 1 reports the summary statistics for the major variables in the investment spikes sample.

Section 2.2 describes their construction in detail. Panels A, B, and C report the summary statistics

for large, medium, and small firms, respectively. The firms are grouped by size according to

the total assets at the beginning of the year with an investment spike (TA j,τ=−1) at the 33rd and

67th percentiles. Appendix A.1 describes how these are constructed in detail. The time index τ

represents the time in relation to an investment spike. For example, τ = 0 indicates the investment

spike year, and τ =−1 indicates the year before an investment spike.

[Insert Table 1 Here.]

The means and medians of the firm characteristic variables measured in the year before invest-

ment spikes differ substantially across the groups based on firm size. In general, small firms tend

to have lower profitability and fewer tangible assets, but have higher future growth opportunities

and higher R&D spending. Before and during investment spikes, small firms tend to have lower

leverage, as measured by both market and book leverage. Firms in all three groups tend to increase

their leverage substantially during investment spike years.
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3 Empirical Results

3.1 General description of financing around investment spikes

This section investigates how investment spikes are financed by analyzing the flow of funds around

investment spikes identified by both the regression filter and the Markov-switching filter. Invest-

ment spike financing is analyzed by industry and whether they are severely affected by business

cycles.

3.1.1 Method to analyze financing patterns around investment spikes

Step 1. Computation of the flow of funds

I calculate the flow of funds according to the time index around the investment spikes (τ∈{−2,−1,0,+1,+2})

using the basic cash-flow identity to link investment spending to internally generated funds, long-

term debt finance, new equity finance, and other sources of funding. While Elsas et al. (2014)

use the same cash-flow identity, they calculate the components in a slightly different manner to

directly compare financing for capital expenditures with that of acquisitions. However, these ad-

justments are not necessary if the research aims to investigate how cash used for investing activities

was raised. Without these adjustments, investment spikes are periods with financing deficits initi-

ated by investment shocks, so by focusing on investment spikes it is possible to investigate which

external financing sources are more helpful in covering financing deficits.

I jτ ≡ OPR jτ +LT DEBTjτ +EQUITYjτ +OT HER jτ, (9)

for j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,J} and τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}. I jτ measures investment outlays on tangible

assets, intangible assets, and acquisitions on a net basis. Sales of existing property, plant, and

equipment (PPE) and subsidiaries are treated as a negative investment outlay, not as a source of

finance. Unfortunately, it is not possible to break the sources of finance down by investment type

such as net capital expenditures and acquisitions. The statement of cash flows does not provide

information about how much long-term debt was used to fund an acquisition by a certain company

in a certain year, even if it reports the amount of long-term debt used to fund all investing activi-
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ties during the year. Therefore, I jτ is defined as the sum of capital expenditures and acquisitions.

However, it is possible to examine whether there are differences in funding capital expenditures

and acquisitions using a dummy variable D_AQC, which takes a value of 1 if the proportion of

acquisitions is greater than zero and 0 otherwise. OPR jτ measures after-tax cash flow from operat-

ing activities. LT DEBTjτ measures funds from issues of long-term debt capital net of retirements.

EQUITYjτ measures funds from issues of ordinary and preferred shares net of retirements. The

residual source of financing, OT HER jτ, ensures that the cash-flow identity holds, and includes

funds raised by “changes in cash, inventory, and security investments,” “changes in trade credit,”

“changes in short-term debt,” and “other minor components”. This category remains intact because

the sample size would decrease dramatically due to differences in accounting policy and degree

of aggregation. However, in Section 3.2.1, these other financing sources (OT HER jτ) are broken

into nine components and examined to determine the most important sources of financing among

them. A positive sign on the right side of the identity denotes a source of funds, whereas a negative

sign denotes a use of funds. Appendix A.1 provides more details on the Compustat items used to

measure the components of the identity.

Step 2. Aggregation of the flow of funds

The next step is to aggregate the flow of funds by subgroups and calculate statistics based on vari-

ous firm characteristics, including firm size, industry, investment spike size, and initial leverage. I

first normalize the flow of funds using the base-level investment and then calculate the investment-

weighted average of the normalized flow of funds. In the case of J large investment events in each

subgroup, the aggregated sources of finance for each τ are calculated as

OPRτ =
J

∑
j=1

(
I j0

∑
J
j=1 I j0

)(
OPR jτ

BASE j

)
, (10)

LT DEBTτ =
J

∑
j=1

(
I j0

∑
J
j=1 I j0

)(
LT DEBTjτ

BASE j

)
, (11)

EQUITYτ =
J

∑
j=1

(
I j0

∑
J
j=1 I j0

)(
EQUITYjτ

BASE j

)
, (12)

OT HERτ =
J

∑
j=1

(
I j0

∑
J
j=1 I j0

)(
OT HER jτ

BASE j

)
, (13)
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for τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}, where I j0 is the investment amount during the j-th spike (where the

weighting is based on investment amounts during investment spikes) and BASE j is the base-level

investment for the j-th spike. The aggregated measures for total assets and investment are similarly

constructed:

TAτ =
J

∑
j=1

(
I j0

∑
J
j=1 I j0

)(
TA jτ

BASE j

)
, (14)

Iτ =
J

∑
j=1

(
I j0

∑
J
j=1 I j0

)(
I jτ

BASE j

)
. (15)

Note that the aggregate statistics do not include investment spikes with any missing values

in the cash-flow identity during the five-year event window (τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}). Similarly,

investment spikes with missing total assets are also dropped. Furthermore, the j-th investment

spike is dropped if any of OPR j,τ/BASE j or OT HER j,τ/BASE j falls outside the [-40,40] segment

to minimize the effects of extreme values. Finally, investment spikes with any missing values

in the cash-flow identity during the five-year window (τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}) are also dropped

before constructing the aggregate statistics. These procedures leave 7,494 investment spikes (Sig.

Level=5%), with the weighted average normalized investment (I0) of 6.28 as shown in Table 2

Panel A.

[Insert Table 2 Here.]

3.1.2 Flow of funds around investment spikes

This section provides the analysis of how investment spikes are financed by analyzing the flow of

funds around investment spikes. Table 2 shows the sources of finance expressed as a proportion of

the base-level investment for periods around investment spikes.

A. Using the regression filter as a baseline filter

Table 2 Panel A shows the investment-weighted funding flows around investment spikes for all

firms in the investment spike sample at the 5% significance level. The column listing total assets
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(TA) shows that these increase by some 52% (i.e., 25.23/((15.79+17.32)/2)−1≈ 0.52) during

an investment spike. In this sense, investment spikes can be regarded as periods of major expansion

for firms.

The financing patterns can be analyzed in two dimensions. First, I compare the sources of

finance during investment spikes by funding source. During investment spikes, internally avail-

able funds do not change much so the need for external financing sources increases dramatically.

Among the external financing sources, net long-term debt issues become much more significant

than net equity issues. Note that the shares of investment financed through net long-term debt

and net equity issues are some 3.10 and 0.32 times the base-level investment, respectively. These

results are consistent with the pecking-order theory that predicts that when internal resources are

exhausted, less information-sensitive long-term debt is preferred to more information-sensitive

equity (Myers and Majluf, 1984). Figure 1 also clearly shows that during investment spikes, in-

vestment projects are predominantly financed with debt while internal finance is no longer the first

source of finance in terms of magnitude.

[Insert Figure 1 Here.]

Second, I compare financing sources during investment spikes with those before and after in-

vestment spikes. The share of investment financed from internally generated funds during invest-

ment spikes (some 1.28 times the base-level investment) is similar to off-spike periods. However,

both long-term debt and equity finance become much more important during investment spikes.

The shares of investment financed through net long-term debt and net equity issues are some 3.10

and 0.32 times the base-level investment, respectively. Some net long-term debt issues are ob-

served before investment spikes and some net repayments of long-term debt are observed after

investment spikes. However, net equity repurchases occur before and after investment spikes.

These results seem consistent with predictions in trade-off theory in the sense that the main source

of finance during investment spikes appears to be debt, so leverage ratios typically exceed normal

levels immediately after the spike year, but are subsequently adjusted downwards through net debt

repayments (for most firms) and equity issues (for some firms). Figure 1 also clearly shows that

both debt and equity finance increase significantly during investment spikes, while internal finance
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remains flat.

Overall, these results are in line with Mayer and Sussman’s (2005) argument that financing

patterns are consistent with pecking-order theory in the short run, and consistent with trade-off

theory in the long run. The additional analysis in Section 4 shows that large firms’ financing

behaviors around investment spikes are consistent with pecking order theory and classical trade-

off theory, while small firms’ financing behaviors around investment spikes are not consistent with

either.

Regardless of significance level (1%, 5%, and 10%), external finance becomes much more sig-

nificant than internal finance during an investment spike, and net long-term debt issues are more

important sources of finance than net equity. In addition, a small proportion of net equity issues

are also observed during an investment spike. Thus, all following analyses are based on spikes in

the sample with a 5% significance level.

B. Using the Markov-switching filter as a robustness check

One potential problem with Mayer and Sussman’s filter and that used in this study is that they are

designed to capture only one type of lumpy investment pattern, namely (0,0,1,0,0)-type investment

spikes, where 1 denotes an investment spike year and 0 denotes a year with only routine invest-

ments. Therefore, they can identify only subsets of large investment years. However, some invest-

ment projects are so large that they last more than one year, so a single annual accounting period

would not necessarily reflect the total expenditures necessary to complete the project. Furthermore,

even a year-long project need not start at the beginning of an accounting year nor reach comple-

tion by the end of accounting year (see Power (1998) for a more detailed discussion of multi-year

investment spikes). However, the Im’s (2012) proposed Markov-switching filter can identify any

conceivable pattern of lumpy investment including two- and three-year investment spikes, rep-

resenting (0,0,1,1,0,0)-type and (0,0,1,1,1,0,0)-type investment spikes, respectively. This filter

applies a Markov-switching mean model to the investment rates de-trended using Hodrick and

Prescott’s (1997) filter. The Gibbs-sampling algorithm is used to estimate unobserved state vari-

ables and model parameters, as it has several advantages over the classical maximum likelihood

approach. A major advantage of the Markov-switching approach is that it provides the statistical
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inference on the probability of the unobserved states such as investment spike state. See Appendix

A.2 for more details.

I estimate the filter using the data over the 1988 to 2013 period for 2,627 firms whose invest-

ment rates are observed in 1988 and for at least 10 consecutive years, where the investment rate

is defined as the sum of net capital expenditures and net acquisitions divided by total assets mea-

sured at the beginning of the year. Approximately 73.28% (81.37% among firms that survived

until 2013) of firms have at least one investment spike using the filter at the 5% significance level.

Additionally, about 6.93% of the firm-years in the sample have investment spikes.

I then investigate whether the major findings on investment spike financing are robust enough

to the use of the Markov-switching filter. The upper part of Table 2 Panel B reports the flow of

funds around (0,0,1,0,0)-type investment spikes identified by the Markov-switching filter at the

5% level of significance. Just as in the regression filter, external finance becomes very important

during investment spikes. More importantly, long-term debt is the most important source of fi-

nance, while net retirements of equity are observed even during spikes. Additionally, just as in

the regression filter, both debt and equity finance have spikes during investment spikes while in-

ternal finance remains flat. The lower part of Table 2 Panel B reports the flow of funds around

(0,0,1,1,0,0)-type investment spikes identified by the Markov-switching filter. This analysis con-

firms that the two-year investment spikes identified by the Markov-switching filter are financed

similarly to single-year investment spikes. Again, external finance becomes very important during

investment spikes and debt finance is much more important than equity finance in funding two-year

investment spikes.

These results support Mayer and Sussman’s (2005) argument that financing patterns are con-

sistent with pecking order theory in the short run, and consistent with classical trade off theory

in the long run. However, the additional analysis in Section 4 shows that small firms’ financing

behaviors around investment spikes are consistent with reverse pecking order theory and dynamic

trade-off theory augmented with investment spikes, as proposed by DeAngelo et al. (2011).
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3.1.3 Industry and investment spike financing

Table 2 Panel C shows that the shares of financing during investment spikes are almost homoge-

neous across industries. In most industries, debt finance is the most important source of funding

during investment spikes, followed by internal finance. There are some contributions from equity

finance in most industries, whereas net retirement of equity is observed in several industries. For

firms in construction-related and petrol refining industries, internally generated funds are rather

more important than debt finance during an investment spike, although debt finance is still quite

important. In the leather industry, the most important source of finance is equity, but this result

might be attributed to the small sample size (N = 26). There are no substantial differences in

investment spike financing across industries save for only a few.

3.1.4 Business cycles and the incidence and financing of investment spikes

In this section, I investigate whether the calendar-time-dependent clustering of investment spikes

generated by macroeconomic shocks is observed in the sample and whether spike clustering has a

significant effect on the reliability of the aggregated flow of funds around investment spikes.

A. Business cycles and incidence of investment spikes

Figure 2 shows that, when the regression (Sig. Level=1%, 5%, 10%) and Markov-switching filters

(Sig. Level=5%) are used, the incidence of firms with investment spikes is significantly positively

correlated with real GDP growth and the lagged S&P 500 Index return. For instance, based on the

regression filter at the 5% significance level, 3.68% of firms in the sample had an investment spike

in 2009 (i.e. a recession year), whereas 12.15% of firms had an investment spike in 2000 (i.e. a

boom year). This shows that there is some evidence for calendar-time-dependent investment spike

clusters generated by macroeconomic shocks. Table 3 also shows that the average number of in-

vestment spikes per year during expansions (6,248/18≈ 347) is about 11% higher than that during

contractions (1,246/4 ≈ 312). Note that, based on the business cycle reference dates announced

by the NBER’s Business Cycle Dating Committee, years 1991-2000, 2002-2007, and 2010-2011

are expansions, while 1990, 2001, 2008, and 2009 are contractions.
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[Insert Figure 2 Here.]

[Insert Table 3 Here.]

B. Business cycles and financing around investment spikes

To investigate whether calendar-time-dependent clustering affects the reliability of the aggregated

flow of funds, I examine whether the flow of funds during expansions is significantly different from

that during contractions. Panel A of Table 3 shows that the financing patterns around investment

spikes during expansions are not very different from the financing patterns around investment

spikes during contractions. In both phases, external finance is more important than internal finance,

and debt finance is more important than both internal and equity finance during an investment spike,

though some some equity finance is used during an investment spike.

However, there are some minor differences between the flow of funds around spikes during

expansions and that during contractions. First, the investment spikes during expansions tend to be

sharper than those during contractions, and slightly more internally-generated funds are available.

Second, during expansions, a higher proportion of external finance, particularly equity finance, is

used compared to during contractions. While net repayment of debt and net retirement of equity

are observed in periods after spikes during expansions, some additional borrowing occurs in peri-

ods after spikes during contractions. Overall, the main findings reported in this study are robust in

terms of the calendar-time-dependent clustering of investment spikes generated by macroeconomic

shocks.

C. Financial crises and external financing sources during investment spikes

This section investigates whether there are significant differences in equity dependence and debt

dependence between during expansions and during contractions using Student’s t-tests and Wilcoxon

rank-sum tests. Equity dependence ((E/I) j,τ=0) and debt dependence ((D/I) j,τ=0) are constructed

as follows:

(E/I) j,τ=0 =
EQUITYj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
; (16)

(D/I) j,τ=0 =
LT DEBTj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
, (17)
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where I measures investment outlays on tangible assets, intangible assets, and acquisitions; LT DEBT

measures funds from issues of long-term debt capital net of retirements, and EQUITY measures

funds from issues of ordinary and preferred shares net of retirements. See Appendix A.1 for the

formulas and the Compustat items used to construct them.

Panel B of Table 3 suggests that there is a significant difference in equity dependence between

the two phases based on both Student’s t-test (p-value=0.0000) and Wilcoxon rank-sum test (p-

value=0.0000). Note that mean equity dependence during expansions is 0.30, while mean equity

dependence during contractions is 0.11. However, this analysis does not find any statistically

significant difference in debt dependence between expansions and contractions at a conventional

level of significance.

Figure 3 also shows the relationship between business cycles and external financing sources

during investment spikes. Consistent with Panel B of Table 3, in some expansionary years, eq-

uity dependence was higher than debt dependence. However, since 2006, through the 2008-2009

financial crisis, and till 2011, equity dependence dropped significantly and debt dependence was

higher. Note also that both equity and debt dependence dropped significantly during the 2008-

2009 financial crisis. In 2009, net retirements of equity were observed and debt dependence also

recorded the lowest number in the sample period under study. In that year, equity dependence

and debt dependence were -3.72% and 7.15%, respectively. Equity dependence has therefore been

much more volatile than debt dependence, and debt finance played a much more important role in

funding investment spikes around the 2008-2009 financial crisis.

[Insert Figure 3 Here.]

3.2 Firm characteristics and investment spike financing

This section explores the heterogeneity of financing patterns around investment spikes by inves-

tigating whether financing patterns vary with firm characteristics, including Rajan and Zingales’

(1995) four leverage factors. I consider firm size, profitability, level of future growth opportunities,

tangibility of assets, and R&D intensity as firm-level characteristics. Note that Gungoraydinoglu

and Öztekin (2011) analyze the determinants of capital structure across 37 countries and find that
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firm-level covariates drive two-thirds of the variation in capital structure across countries, while

the country-level covariates explain the remaining one-third.

3.2.1 Firm size and investment spike financing

A. Flow of funds by sub-samples based on firm size

This section examines whether the sources of finance expressed as a proportion of the base-level

investment for periods around investment spikes vary with firm size. Table 4 Panel A and Figure

4 report the investment-weighted proportions of the funding flows around investment spikes for

large and small firms, grouped by the total assets at the beginning of the year with an investment

spike (TA j,τ=−1) at the 33rd and 67th percentiles.

[Insert Table 4 Here.]

[Insert Figure 4 Here.]

Before comparing financing patterns between large and small firms, note that small firms tend

to have larger investment spikes. On average, large firms increase their total assets by some 50%

(i.e., 25.21/((16.05+17.55)/2)−1≈ 0.50) during an investment spike, while small firms increase

their total assets by some 139% (i.e., 30.38/((11.34+14.12)/2)−1≈ 1.39) during an investment

spike. Note also that the weighted average of abnormal components of investment spikes for large

firms is 5.06 (i.e., 6.06-1.00=5.06) times the base-level investment and that for small firms is 10.59

(i.e., 11.59-1.00=10.59) times the base-level investment.

There are significant differences in investment spike financing for these subsamples classified

by firm size. The financing proportions for large firms are very similar to those of all firms with

investment spikes. The most striking finding in Table 4 Panel A is that small firms raise substantial

equity before, during, and after investment spikes, whereas large firms rely largely on debt finance.

The contribution of equity finance in funding investment spikes is negligible for large firms. Figure

4 clearly shows that small firms rely heavily on external finance (both debt and equity) during in-

vestment spikes. Surprisingly, small firms issue shares both before and after years with investment
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spikes.

B. Firm size and external funding sources during investment spikes

Table 5 also shows that small firms have higher equity dependence and lower debt dependence than

large firms, and the difference is statistically significant at the 1% level based on both Student’s

t-test and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Table 6 also confirms these results using Between Group

(BG) regressions in which dummy variables based on other firm characteristics such as profitabil-

ity, market-to-book, assets tangibility, and/or R&D intensity, and industry and year dummies are

included. The regressions include industry and year dummies as Section 3.1.3 and Section 3.1.4

report that there are some differences in funding patterns across industries and depending on the

business cycle. The Between Group regressions are more appropriate to study the heterogeneity

of financing patterns around investment spikes as they use only the cross-sectional variation in the

data. However, results from Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Fixed Effects (FE) regressions are

very similar to the results from the Between Group regressions because a firm has on average 1.46

(i.e., 7,494/5,130≈ 1.46) investment spikes, and within-firm variation is much less than between-

firm variation. Thus, small firms’ financing behaviors during investment spikes are significantly

different from large firms’ financing behaviors. Therefore, all subsequent analyses are conducted

separately for large and small firms.

[Insert Table 5 Here.]

[Insert Table 6 Here.]

C. Other financing sources by sub-samples based on firm size

Table 4 Panel A and Figure 4 also show a substantial contribution of other financing sources,

particularly for large firms. Table 4 Panel B breaks the other financing sources (i.e., OT HER) into

nine components to examine which are more important sources of finance. The nine components

are “Decrease in cash and cash equivalents,” “Decrease in cash dividends,” “Decrease in other

investments,” “Decrease in inventories,” “Decrease in accounts receivable,” “Increase in accounts

payable,” “Increase in debt in current liabilities,” “Increase in taxes payable,” and “Increase in

net other current liabilities.” See Appendix A.1 for the formulas and the Compustat items used
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to construct them. Note that missing Compustat items have been replaced with zeros whenever

appropriate, and that there are slightly less observations in Panel B because investment spikes

without complete information on these nine components have been dropped.

Table 4 Panel B shows that for both large and small firms, investment spikes are financed using

“Increase in debt in current liabilities,” “Increase in other current liabilities,” “Increase in taxes

payable,” “Decrease in other investments,” and “Decrease in cash dividends.” Large firms rely a

little on “Decrease in cash and cash equivalents” and small firms rely quite significantly on “In-

crease in accounts payable.” Surprisingly, “Decrease in inventories” and “Decrease in accounts

receivable” are not observed for both large and small firms. During investment spikes, inventories

and accounts receivable increase rather than decrease. However, this should be analyzed cautiously

because these components might include substantial measurement errors, and some components

could be moved to the left side of the cash flow identity. For example, instead of treating “De-

crease in other investments” as a source of finance, one can treat “Other investments” as a part of

investment spending. Nevertheless, this analysis increases our understanding of how investment

spikes are financed.

3.2.2 Firm characteristics and investment spike financing

This section investigates how investment spikes’ financing patterns vary according to other firm

characteristics, particularly the effects of profitability, level of future growth opportunities, tangi-

bility of assets, and R&D intensity.

A. Univariate tests

Table 5 reports the results for Student’s t-tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests as well as the means

and medians of equity and debt dependence by subgroups based on profitability, level of future

growth opportunities, tangibility of assets, R&D intensity, and firm size. The investment spikes

are grouped into “Above median” and “Below median” based on the median of the proxies for the

firm characteristics measured at the beginning of the years with an investment spike (i.e., τ =−1).

Appendix A.1 describes the construction of the variables representing firm characteristics. Panel

A shows that firms with lower profitability, more future growth opportunities, fewer tangible as-
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sets, and greater R&D spending tend to use more equity finance when faced with large investment

requirements. These differences are statistically significant at the 1% level based on both Student’s

t-tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. Similarly, Panel B shows that firms with higher profitability,

fewer future growth opportunities, more tangible assets, and less R&D spending have a higher ten-

dency to use debt finance during investment spikes. These differences are statistically significant

at the 1% level based on both Student’s t-tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, with the exception of

one t-test.

B. Between Group regressions

The Between Group regressions reported in Table 6 also show whether the effects of additional

firm characteristics on equity and debt dependence remain after firm size, industry effects, and year

effects are controlled. Panel A confirms that firms with lower profitability, more future growth op-

portunities, fewer tangible assets, and greater R&D spending tend to use more equity finance when

faced with large investment requirements. Similarly, Panel B confirms that firms with more tan-

gible assets and less R&D spending have a higher tendency to use debt finance during investment

spikes. It appears that profitability and market-to-book ratios do not have a significant influence

on debt dependence during investment spikes when firm size, industry effects, and year effects are

controlled. Note again that small firms’ financing behaviors vary significantly from large firms’

financing behaviors during investment spikes.

3.2.3 Summary and discussion

Overall, smaller firms and those with lower profitability, more future growth opportunities, fewer

tangible assets, and greater R&D spending tend to use more equity to fund large investment re-

quirements. However, company size affects financing patterns around investment spikes more than

these characteristics. These results are consistent with Fama and French (2005) and Gatchev et

al.’s (2009) finding that small firms, high-growth firms, and less-profitable firms use more equity

to cover their financing needs than large firms, low-growth firms, and more profitable firms be-

cause firms that are less likely to be informationally transparent–such as small firms, firms with

low earnings, and high growth firms–typically use more equity and less long-term debt than their

more informationally transparent counterparts. One explanation consistent with the above findings
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is that as firms become less informationally transparent, the contracting costs to issue debt increase

relative to the adverse selection costs to issue equity (Gatchev et al., 2009). These patterns con-

tradict the expectations from Myers and Majluf’s (1984) framework, in which adverse selection

considerations play a dominant role in decisions related to security issuance.

3.3 Funding flows around investment spikes: capital expenditures vs. ac-

quisitions

In this section, I investigate whether investment spikes involving acquisitions are funded differently

from investment spikes involving only capital expenditures. Investment spikes are classified as ac-

quisitions if that year includes acquisitions (D_AQC = 1), and classified as capital expenditures

otherwise (D_AQC = 0). Although the tables are not reported, investment spikes involving acqui-

sitions tend to be larger than investment spikes involving only capital expenditures. Therefore, it

is expected that investment spikes involving acquisitions will use more equity finance according to

the pecking-order theory (Myers and Majluf, 1984). However, regardless of firm size, additional

investment requirements during acquisitions tend to be funded by additional debt. Particularly,

small firms rely more on equity to finance capital expenditures, but rely more on debt to finance

acquisitions. This is consistent with Gatchev et al.’s (2009) finding that organic investments are

financed with more equity and less long-term debt than acquisitions. They argue that information

asymmetry problems are likely more severe in organic investment projects than in acquisitions,

as investors have access to publicly available data on targets in valuing acquisitions of public

companies. Based on this argument, they maintain that less informationally transparent capital

expenditures are financed with more equity and less long-term debt than more informationally

transparent acquisitions. One explanation consistent with the this findings is that as investments

become less informationally transparent, the contracting costs to issue debt increase relative to the

adverse selection costs to issue equity. These patterns also oppose Myers and Majluf’s (1984)

framework predicting that adverse selection considerations play a dominant role in decisions re-

garding security issuance. Rather, these financing patterns among small firms are consistent with

reverse pecking order, which can be predicted by assuming endogenous information production in
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Fulghieri and Lukin’s (2001) framework because it appears that equity finance is considered first

among external finance sources.

4 Additional Analyses

4.1 Firm size and relationship between spike size and investment spike fi-

nancing

This section provides an additional investigation into whether there are differences in the rela-

tionship between the magnitude of an investment spike and investment spike financing between

large and small firms. These analyses shed light on whether their financing patterns are consistent

with the pecking order theory or with a reverse pecking order, as predicted with the assumption of

endogenous information production in Fulghieri and Lukin’s (2001) framework.

4.1.1 Spike size and investment spikes’ financing patterns

I first investigate whether financing patterns vary according to the magnitude of investment spikes

by analyzing the flow of funds. Table 7 shows that financing patterns differ substantially across

subgroups based on SPIKESIZE j or the magnitude of abnormal components of investment spikes.

Panel A in the table shows that large firms tend to use only debt finance when facing relatively

small investment spikes but tend to use more equity finance for relatively large investment spikes.

These results seem consistent with pecking order theory (Myers and Majluf, 1984). However,

Panel B shows that small firms tend to use more equity finance for relatively small investment

spikes and more debt to finance relatively large investment spikes, which seem consistent with the

reverse pecking order outlined by Fulghieri and Lukin (2001).

[Insert Table 7 Here.]

Table 8 reports the results of Between Group regressions of equity and debt dependence as a

measure of spike size to examine small firms’ equity ((E/I) j,τ=0) and debt ((D/I) j,τ=0) depen-
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dence are affected by investment spikes compared to large firms. The natural logarithm of the

abnormal component of an investment spike (LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0) is included as an explanatory

variable, SPIKESIZE j,τ=0, and is skewed to the right. In addition, the interaction terms between

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0 and the dummy variables, such as D_SMALL j,τ=−1, are included as explana-

tory variables. Appendix A.1 describes the variables used in the regressions.

[Insert Table 8 Here.]

The regressions in Table 8 Panel A are designed to analyze the effects of the size of the invest-

ment spike on equity dependence during investment spikes. Column (1) shows that (E/I) j,τ=0 is

a linear function of LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0 with a positive intercept and a positive slope. However,

Columns (2), (3), and (4) use different regression specifications and show that large and small firms

have completely different relationships between (E/I) j,τ=0 and LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0: large firms

have a negative intercept and a positive slope; small firms have a positive intercept and a nega-

tive slope. Similarly, the regressions in Table 8 Panel B are designed to analyze the effects of the

size of the investment spike on debt dependence during investment spikes. Column (1) shows that

(D/I) j,τ=0 is a linear function of LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0 with a positive intercept and a positive slope,

just as for (E/I) j,τ=0. However, Columns (2), (3), and (4) use different regression specifications

and show that large and small firms have somewhat different relationships between (D/I) j,τ=0 and

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0: large and small firms have similar slopes, though small firms have a lower

intercept.

According to the pecking order theory, firms with larger investment spikes will depend more on

higher equity during investment spikes. When firms are faced with smaller investment spikes, they

will first use internal sources, and then raise less information-sensitive debt finance if they need

external finance before issuing information-sensitive equity if debt capacity is reached. When

firms are faced with larger investment spikes, they are more likely to have used up internal funds

and are more likely to have exhausted debt capacity, so they are more likely to issue equity.

Thus, the pecking order theory predicts a positive slope in the relationship between (E/I) j,τ=0

and LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0. Table 8 Panel A shows that large firms have a positive relationship be-

tween (E/I) j,τ=0 and LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0, while small firms have a negative relationship between
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(E/I) j,τ=0 and LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0. These results show that large firms’ financing patterns during

investment spikes are consistent with pecking order theory, while small firms’ financing patterns

are not.

Figure 5 illustrates how small firms’ debt and equity dependence are influenced differently by

the natural logarithm of the spike size measure. The nine points in each line in the figure corre-

spond to the nine deciles of LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0. Note that this figure is based on OLS regressions,

as deciles are based on original spike size measures, not firm-average spike size measures. Given a

median-sized investment spike (i.e., 1.18 in the natural logarithm), small firms’ equity dependence

is approximately 55% higher than that of large firms (55.34% vs. 0.03%), and their debt depen-

dence is approximately 12% lower than that of large firms (19.56% vs. 31.46%). Note that small

firms have a higher tendency to use equity while large firm have a higher tendency to use debt.

[Insert Figure 5 Here.]

In addition, in line with Table 7 Panel A, large firms tend to rely only on debt finance to fund

relatively small investment spikes but tend to use more equity when they are faced with relatively

large investment spikes, a result that seems consistent with the pecking-order theory (Myers and

Majluf, 1984). However, in line with Table 7 Panel B, small firms tend to use more equity finance to

fund relatively small investment spikes and more debt to finance relatively large investment spikes,

a result that seems more consistent with the reverse pecking order outlined by Fulghieri and Lukin

(2001). Mayer and Sussman (2005) find that large investment projects are predominantly financed

with debt and argue that this result suggests that corporate financing patterns are consistent with the

pecking-order theory in the short run. This study also confirms that large firms’ financing patterns

are consistent with pecking-order theory in the short run, though small firms’ financing patterns are

not consistent with the pecking-order theory, but rather consistent with the reverse pecking order

prediction in the short run.
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4.2 Firm size and relationship between initial leverage and investment spike

financing

This section examines whether there are differences in the relationship between the level of ini-

tial leverage and investment spike financing between large and small firms. These analyses shed

light on whether their financing patterns are consistent with the classical trade-off theory or with

DeAngelo et al.’s (2011) modern dynamic trade-off theory augmented with investment spikes.

4.2.1 Initial leverage and financing patterns during investment spikes

Table 9 shows the investment-weighted flows of funds around investment spikes undertaken sepa-

rately by large and small firms by subgroups based on a measure of initial leverage (LEVj,τ=−1) to

investigate whether financing patterns vary according to the level of initial leverage. According to

the classical trade-off theory of debt, firms with higher initial leverage will use less debt to finance

investment requirements in normal periods and during investment spikes. However, Panel A shows

that initial leverage does not make a significant difference in large firms’ investment spike financ-

ing, as they tend to use more debt than equity to fund large investment projects regardless of the

level of initial leverage. Panel B shows that the relationship between the level of initial leverage

and investment spike financing undertaken by small firms opposes the prediction in the classical

trade-off theory of debt. The results in this table reveal that small firms with lower initial leverage

tend to use more equity finance, but small firms with higher initial leverage tend to use more debt

to meet large investment requirements. It is also noteworthy that equity finance plays an important

role in funding investment spikes, regardless of the level of initial leverage. Overall, the classical

trade-off theory of debt does not fully explain investment spike financing.

[Insert Table 9 Here.]

Table 10 reports the results of Between Group regressions of equity and debt dependence on

a measure of initial leverage to examine how small and large firms’ equity ((E/I) j,τ=0) and debt

((D/I) j,τ=0) dependence are influenced differently by initial leverage. Only the results based on

market leverage ratios (LEVj,τ=−1) are reported because the results based on book leverage ratios
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(BLEVj,τ=−1) are very similar. In addition to market leverage ratios (LEVj,τ=−1), the interaction

terms between LEVj,τ=−1 and the dummy variables such as D_SMALL j,τ=−1 are included as ex-

planatory variables. Appendix A.1 describes the variables used in the regressions. Column (1)

in Panel A shows that (E/I) j,τ=0 is a linearly decreasing function of LEV j,τ=−1 with a positive

intercept, while Column (1) in Panel B shows that (D/I) j,τ=0 is a linearly increasing function of

LEVj,τ=−1 with a positive intercept. This suggests that firms with very high initial leverage ra-

tios will have a very high debt dependence and low equity dependence during investment spikes,

which will increase their leverage during investment spikes. However, this table shows that large

and small firms have completely different relationships between initial leverage and both debt and

equity dependence. Columns (2), (3), and (4) in Panel A show that large and small firms have

completely different relationships between (E/I) j,τ=0 and LEVj,τ=−1: large firms have a negative

intercept and a positive slope, and small firms have a positive intercept and a negative slope. Simi-

larly, Columns (2), (3), and (4) in Panel B show that both large and small firms have positive slopes

but have somewhat different relationships between (D/I) j,τ=0 and LEVj,τ=−1: small firms have a

somewhat steeper slope but a slightly lower intercept.

[Insert Table 10 Here.]

Figure 6 shows visually how small firms’ equity and debt dependence are influenced differently

by initial leverage ratios. The nine points in each line in the figure correspond to the nine deciles of

LEVj,τ=−1. Note that this figure is based on the coefficients in OLS regressions, so the deciles are

based on the original initial leverage measures, not firm-average initial leverage measures. Given

the median initial leverage (i.e., 18.13%), small firms’ equity dependence is approximately 60%

higher than that of large firms (56.96% vs. -3.10%), and their debt dependence is approximately

3% lower than that of large firms (21.29% vs. 24.28%). Note that given the median initial leverage,

small firms tend to issue substantial amounts of equity during investment spikes, while large firm

tend to retire equity during investment spikes.

[Insert Figure 6 Here.]

According to the classical trade-off theory of debt, firms with higher initial leverage will use

less debt and more equity to fund investment requirements during both normal periods and invest-
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ment spikes. Therefore, the classical trade-off theory predicts a positive slope in the relationship

between (E/I) j,τ=0 and LEVj,τ=−1, and a negative slope in the relationship between (D/I) j,τ=0 and

LEVj,τ=−1. Table 9 shows that large firms have a weakly positive relationship between (E/I) j,τ=0

and LEVj,τ=−1, and a strongly positive relationship between (D/I) j,τ=0 and LEVj,τ=−1. In addi-

tion, large firms tend to use more debt than equity to finance large investment projects regardless

of the level of initial leverage. Although these results are not perfectly consistent with the trade-off

theory of debt, they are compatible. However, Table 9 also shows that small firms have a strongly

negative relationship between (E/I) j,τ=0 and LEVj,τ=−1, and a strongly positive relationship be-

tween (D/I) j,τ=0 and LEVj,τ=−1, which completely oppose predictions from the classical trade-off

theory of debt.

However, according to DeAngelo et al.’s (2011) dynamic trade-off theory augmented with in-

vestment spikes, it is possible that firms with higher initial leverage do not adjust their leverage

back to their target or optimal leverage when they are faced with unusually good investment oppor-

tunities, and managers sometimes intentionally deviate from their targets. Thus, firms with higher

initial leverage do not necessarily use more equity and less debt to fund investment spikes. There-

fore, under this framework, it is possible that small firms with higher initial leverage do not adjust

their leverage back to their target or optimal leverage when they have unusually good investment

opportunities.

4.3 Analyses of financing patterns after investment spikes

According to both the classical trade-off theory and DeAngelo et al.’s (2011) dynamic trade-off

model, firms will adjust their leverage downwards following investment spikes through some com-

bination of net debt repayments and equity issues. Additionally, this adjustment pattern will be

more pronounced when initial leverage is higher. This study has several empirical findings. First,

large firms, especially those with higher initial leverage, gradually adjust their leverage back to op-

timal levels after investment spikes by repaying some debt and reducing share repurchases. Note

that large firms with below-median initial leverage tend not to repay debt or reduce share repur-

chases right after investment spikes, while large firms with above-median initial leverage begin to
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repay debt or reduce share repurchases immediately after investment spikes. Second, small firms,

regardless of initial leverage, gradually adjust their leverage back to optimal levels after investment

spikes by repaying some debt and issuing new shares. Note that small firms, unlike large firms,

tend to issue shares after investment spikes, suggesting that the adjustment patterns of both large

and small firms are quite consistent with both the classical trade-off theory and DeAngelo et al.’s

(2011) dynamic trade-off model in the long run. Similarly, Mayer and Sussman (2005) find that

firms tend to revert back to their initial leverage by repaying debt and issuing new equity after

investment spikes, and interpret this result as suggesting that corporate financing patterns are con-

sistent with the classical trade-off theory in the long run. However, they did not consider initial

leverage in their analyses. The empirical results in this study indicate that the classical trade-off

theory does not fully explain the financing patterns of both large and small firms, though are bet-

ter explained by DeAngelo et al.’s (2011) dynamic trade-off model augmented with investment

spikes.

5 Conclusion

Many studies hold that retained earnings are the dominant source of funding for firms across dif-

ferent countries and time periods (see Mayer (1988), Corbett and Jenkinson (1997), and Rajan and

Zingales (1995)). However, this argument applies primarily to how firms finance their routine, re-

placement investment rather than their non-routine, expansion investment. Particularly, how firms

meet exceptional financing needs related to unusually large investment opportunities is the subject

of an emerging body of literature that includes studies by DeAngelo et al.’s (2011), Mayer and

Sussman (2005), Huang et al. (2007), Elsas et al. (2014), and Im (2014). In addition to this

field, this study also contributes to the security design literature represented by authors such as

Boot and Thakor (1993), who provide a theory that explains why a firm raising external capital

would simultaneously issue multiple types of financial claims such as debt and equity against its

cash flows. Therefore, this study’s methodology can be usefully applied to test various predictions

arising from the security design literature.

One of this study’s most important findings is that financing investments during an investment
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spike differs from financing investments at other times using data for publicly traded US firms and a

new filtering procedure that has some advantages over existing filters. This study confirms that the

share of investment financed by external sources is much higher than that financed from internally-

generated funds. More importantly, the share of investment financed by long-term debt is much

higher than that financed through equity. I also find that small firms raise substantial equity finance

during investment spikes, whereas large firms rely largely on debt finance during investment spikes.

In addition, firms with lower profitability, more future growth opportunities, fewer tangible assets,

and more R&D spending tend to use more equity finance to fund large investment requirements.

However, the effects of these firm characteristics are not as strong as the effect of firm size on

investment spike financing. It seems that there are no substantial differences in funding sources

for investment spikes across industries and time periods. Furthermore, investment spikes involving

acquisitions tend to be funded by a higher proportion of debt, although the spikes tend to be sharper

than for spikes involving only capital expenditures.

One of the most striking findings in this study is that financing patterns differ substantially

across subgroups based on the magnitude of investment spikes. Large firms tend to use only debt

to fund relatively small investment spikes, but tend to use more equity to finance relatively large

investment spikes. However, small firms tend to use more equity finance to fund relatively small

investment spikes and more debt to finance relatively large investment spikes. This finding suggests

that large firms’ financing patterns are consistent with pecking-order theory (Myers and Majluf,

1984), but those of small firms resemble a reverse pecking order as predicted by the endogenous

information production assumption (Fulghieri and Lukin, 2001).

Additionally, this study finds that financing patterns around investment spikes are not consistent

with the classical trade-off theory of debt but quite consistent with the dynamic trade-off theory

augmented with investment spikes as outlined in DeAngelo et al. (2011). According to the classical

trade-off theory of debt, firms with higher initial leverage use less debt to finance their investment

requirements during normal periods and investment spikes. However, large firms tend to use more

debt than equity finance to fund large investment projects, regardless of the level of initial leverage.

In addition, small firms with lower initial leverage tend to use more equity finance, though small

firms with higher initial leverage tend to use more debt to meet large investment requirements,
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which contradicts classical trade-off theory.

This study offers several interesting avenues for future research. First, small firms issue sub-

stantial amounts of equity both during an investment spike and at other times. However, it has

not been systematically studied whether they issue shares because it is optimal to issue shares or

because debt finance is not available to them at the time of an investment spike. On a related

note, it is worth investigating whether privately-placed rather than publicly-placed equity is more

often used during an investment spike. A large private equity issue during an investment spike

may mean a change of ownership through the interventions of activists. Second, this study did not

fully explore heterogeneity in the type of investment spikes. The results from this study suggest

that debt finance is more important when the spike is associated with an acquisition, rather than

for capital expenditures. This could be studied further, allowing for heterogeneity within the set of

acquisitions (e.g. within-sector or across-sectors; within the U.S. or international). These lines of

investigation will help resolve outstanding issues in the area of empirical corporate finance.
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A Appendix

A.1 Construction of Variables

The section defines the variables used in the study. Table A1 describes the variables for cash-

flow identity, Table A2 describes components of other financing sources, Table A3 describes the

variables used in regressions, and Table A4 describes the other variables used in this paper. Unless

otherwise stated, all Compustat variables are measured at the end of year t. Note also that τ ∈
{−2,−1,0,+1,+2} denotes the time index in relation to an investment spike. The variables in

ratios are winsorized at the 1st and 99th percentiles. The italicized codes in brackets ([ ]) represent

the Compustat North America item codes.

Table A1. Variables in cash-flow identity

Abbreviation Description Formula

I Total investment spending Capital expenditures [capx] - Sale of property, plant, and

equipment [sppe] + Acquisitions [aqc]

OPR Internally generated funds Income before extraordinary items [ibc] + Depreciation

and amortization [dpc] - Cash dividends [dv]

LT DEBT Long-term debt finance Issuance of long-term debt [dltis] - Retirement of long-term

debt [dltr]

EQUITY Equity finance Sale of common and preferred stock [sstk] - Purchase of

common and preferred stocks [prstkc]

OT HER Other types of finance I−OPR−LT DEBT −EQUITY

Table A2. Components of other financing sources (OT HER)

Abbreviation Description Formula

Dec. in CASH Dec. in cash and cash equivalents Decrease in Cash and cash equivalents [che]

Dec. in DIV Dec. in cash dividends Decrease in Cash dividends [dv]

Dec. in OI Dec. in other investments Decrease in Other investments [ivch-siv-ivstch-ivaco]

Dec. in INV T Dec. in inventories Decrease in Inventories [invt]

Dec. in AR Dec. in accounts receivable Decrease in Accounts receivable [rectr]

Inc. in AP Inc. in accounts payable Increase in Accounts payable [ap]

Inc. in DLC Inc. in debt in current liabilities Increase in Debt in current liabilities [dlc]

Inc. in T XP Inc. in income taxes payable Increase in Income taxes payable [txp]

Inc. in NOCL Inc. in net other current liabilities Increase in Other current liabilities [lco] net of Other cur-

rent assets [aco]
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Table A3. Regression variables

Abbreviation Description Formula

(E/I) j,τ=0 Equity finance dependence EQUITYj,τ=0/I j,τ=0

(D/I) j,τ=0 Debt finance dependence LT DEBTj,τ=0/I j,τ=0

D_SMALL j,τ=−1 Dummy variable for small firms 1 if LnTA j,τ=−1 is smaller than its sample median, and 0

otherwise.

D_HPRFj,τ=−1 Dummy variable for high profitabil-

ity firms

1 if EBIT _TA j,τ=−1 is greater than its sample median, and

0 otherwise.

D_HMB j,τ=−1 Dummy variable for high market-

to-book firms

1 if MV _BVj,τ=−1 is greater than its sample median, and 0

otherwise.

D_HTAN j,τ=−1 Dummy variable for high asset tan-

gibility firms

1 if FA_TA j,τ=−1 is greater than its sample median, and 0

otherwise.

D_HRD j,τ=−1 Dummy variable for high R&D in-

tensity firms

1 if RD_TA j,τ=−1 is greater than its sample median, and 0

otherwise.

Table A4. Other variables used in this paper

Abbreviation Description Formula

LnTA Firm size Natural logarithm of Total assets [at]

EBIT _TA Profitability (Income before extraordinary items [ib] + Total interest and

related expenses [xint] + Total income taxes [txt]) / Total

assets [at] at the beginning of the year

MV _BV Market-to-Book (Total long-term debt [dltt] + Total debt in current liabilities

[dlc] + Liquidation value of preferred stock [pstkl] + Close

price at the end of calendar year [prcc_c] × Number of

common shares outstanding [csho]) / Total assets [at]

FA_TA Tangibility of assets Total property, plant and equipment [ppent] / Total assets

[at]

RD_TA R&D intensity R&D expenses [xrd] / Total assets [at] at the beginning of

the year

D_AQC Dummy variable for acquisitions 1 if a firm reports positive acquisitions [aqc], and 0 other-

wise.

LEV Market leverage (Total long-term debt [dltt] + Total short-term debt [dlc]) /

(Total long-term debt [dltt] + Total short-term debt [dlc] +

Close price at the end of calendar year [prcc_c]× Number

of common shares outstanding [csho])

BLEV Book leverage (Total long-term debt [dltt] + Total short-term debt [dlc]) /

Total assets [at]
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A.2 Markov-switching filter

The appendix describes the Markov-switching filter suggested by Im (2012). The basic idea of

this filter is to apply a Markov-switching mean model to the investment rates de-trended using

Hodrick and Prescott’s (1997) filter. See Im (2012) for more details. While it is possible to use a

Markov-switching mean and variance model, this study uses a simpler model because this change

will increase the number of parameters.

A.2.1 Input series and de-trending

The data used in this approach is “Total Investment to Total Assets Ratio (Iit/Ait).” The investment

rates are de-trended using the Hodrick-Prescott (1997) filter. The de-trending procedures are im-

plemented separately for the time series of each individual firm i = 1,2, · · · ,N and therefore the

subscript i is omitted for brevity.

Suppose that the original time series yt consists of a trend component (τt) and a cyclical com-

ponent (ct). That is,

yt = τt + ct , t = 1,2, · · · ,T (18)

The Hodrick–Prescott filter has two starting points: first, the trend must follow the observed data

closely, and second, the trend must be a smooth time series. Hodrick and Prescott suggest a way

to isolate ct from yt from these requirements using the following minimization problem:

min
{τt}T

t=1

T

∑
t=1

(yt− τt)
2 +λ

T−1

∑
t=2

[(τt+1− τt)− (τt− τt−1)]
2 (19)

where λ is the smoothing parameter. The first term in the loss function penalizes the variance of

ct , while the second term penalizes the lack of smoothness in τt . Having solved this minimization

problem to arrive at an estimate of the trend, the cyclical component (ct) is defined as yt− τt .

A.2.2 Model specification

The model used here is a simplified version of the Markov-switching mean model from Albert

and Chib (1993), and explained in Kim and Nelson (1999). It is assumed that the investment

rates de-trended using the Hodrick–Prescott filter are drawn from two normal distributions with
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different means and homoskedastic disturbances. An AR(0) structure is used to model the de-

trended investment rates. Therefore, this model is essentially a simplified version of Hamilton’s

(1989) Markov-switching AR(p) model.

Separate models for each firm i = 1,2, · · · ,N are used here to identify investment spikes. For

brevity, the subscript i is omitted in the model’s description.

ct = µSt + et (20)

et ∼ N(0,σ2) (21)

µSt = µ0 +δSt (22)

where µ1 = µ0 +δ and δ > 0. The unobserved Markov-switching variable St evolves according to

a two-state, first-order Markov-switching process with the following transition probabilities:

Pr[St = 0|St−1 = 0] = q (23)

Pr[St = 1|St−1 = 1] = p (24)

It is assumed that there are two regimes or two states: “State 0” and “State 1”, where“State 0” rep-

resents a low investment regime, and “State 1” represents a high investment regime or investment

spike.

A.2.3 Estimation procedures

There are two well-known procedures to estimate a Markov-switching model: the maximum like-

lihood approach and the Bayesian approach. Although there have been some efforts to improve

the maximum likelihood approach, including Hamilton’s (1990) EM algorithm and Kim’s (1994)

smoothing algorithm, the classical maximum likelihood approach has some shortcomings com-

pared with the Bayesian Gibbs-sampling approach. First, it involves approximation, though the

error from approximation is small (see Kim (1994)). Second, in the maximum likelihood ap-

proach, the estimation of the state variables is conditional on maximum likelihood estimates of

the parameters. In contrast, the Bayesian Gibbs-sampling approach treats unobserved state vari-

ables and parameters as jointly distributed random variables, and are sampled from appropriate
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conditional distributions. The estimates are also less sensitive to arbitrary starting values as esti-

mation steps are repeated to reach convergence (see Kim and Nelson (1999)). Therefore, I use the

Bayesian Gibbs-sampling approach to estimate unobserved state variables along with parameters.

A.2.4 Selecting investment spikes

It is possible to identify the years with investment spikes once the Gibbs-sampling procedures are

completed. First, I check whether the Markov-switching model for a given firm satisfies the model

selection criterion (MSC), which are based on the marginal posterior distributions for µ0 and µ1;

MSC has a value of 1 if the (1−α) posterior band for µ0, where α is the significance level, does not

overlap with that for µ1, and 0 otherwise. That is, the model satisfies the criteria only if the lower

bound of µ1 is greater than the upper bound of µ0 since µ1 = µ0 +δ and δ > 0. This is equivalent

to testing the null hypothesis H0 : δ = 0 against the alternative hypothesis H1 : δ > 0. The null

hypothesis states that there are no investment spikes for the firm. The next step is to find years with

investment spikes based on the posterior probabilities of the investment-spike state (Pr[St = 1|c̃T ]).

Years are classified as those with an investment spike if Pr[St = 1|c̃T ]> (1−α) where α is the level

of significance. Hence, at the 5% significance level, all years where the probability of investment

spikes is greater than 0.95 are identified as years with an investment spike.
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Table 1: Summary statistics: investment spikes sample

This table reports the summary statistics for the investment spikes sample. Panels A, B, and C show the summary
statistics for large, medium, and small firms, respectively. Firms are grouped according to the total assets at the
beginning of the year with an investment spike (TA j,τ=−1) at the 33rd and 67th percentiles. Appendix A.1 describes
how the variables are constructed in detail. The time index τ represents the time in relation to an investment spike.
For example, τ = 0 indicates the year categorized as an investment spike, whereas τ = −1 indicates one year before
an investment spike.

Panel A. Large firms

Variable N Mean SD Q1 Median Q3

Market leverage (τ = 0) 2343 0.297 0.220 0.123 0.259 0.426
Market leverage (τ =−1) 2314 0.217 0.187 0.075 0.176 0.323
Book leverage (τ = 0) 2473 0.315 0.211 0.175 0.295 0.426
Book leverage (τ =−1) 2473 0.268 0.212 0.124 0.242 0.362
Total assets (τ =−1) 2473 8691 31404 984 1985 5452
Log total assets (τ =−1) 2473 7.901 1.270 6.892 7.594 8.604
Profitability (τ =−1) 2381 0.121 0.105 0.068 0.111 0.168
Market-to-Book (τ =−1) 2300 1.703 1.455 0.945 1.328 1.962
Assets tangibility (τ =−1) 2470 0.317 0.220 0.143 0.266 0.454
R&D intensity (τ =−1) 2473 0.024 0.049 0.000 0.000 0.026

Panel B. Medium-sized firms
Variable N Mean SD Q1 Median Q3

Market leverage (τ = 0) 2444 0.232 0.240 0.013 0.165 0.372
Market leverage (τ =−1) 2386 0.150 0.198 0.001 0.061 0.231
Book leverage (τ = 0) 2548 0.249 0.243 0.028 0.214 0.388
Book leverage (τ =−1) 2548 0.192 0.240 0.004 0.113 0.299
Total assets (τ =−1) 2548 235 133 120 199 326
Log total assets (τ =−1) 2548 5.298 0.577 4.792 5.294 5.786
Profitability (τ =−1) 2335 0.098 0.399 0.058 0.119 0.194
Market-to-Book (τ =−1) 2384 2.197 3.078 0.971 1.466 2.432
Assets tangibility (τ =−1) 2547 0.254 0.212 0.086 0.194 0.360
R&D intensity (τ =−1) 2548 0.055 0.125 0.000 0.000 0.061

Panel C. Small firms
Variable N Mean SD Q1 Median Q3

Market leverage (τ = 0) 2402 0.190 0.220 0.008 0.100 0.308
Market leverage (τ =−1) 2283 0.122 0.182 0.000 0.034 0.171
Book leverage (τ = 0) 2473 0.209 0.250 0.016 0.148 0.331
Book leverage (τ =−1) 2471 0.170 0.303 0.002 0.073 0.242
Total assets (τ =−1) 2473 28 21 10 23 43
Log total assets (τ =−1) 2471 2.912 1.073 2.275 3.116 3.765
Profitability (τ =−1) 2284 -0.085 0.792 -0.074 0.080 0.177
Market-to-Book (τ =−1) 2281 2.656 3.774 0.933 1.562 2.883
Assets tangibility (τ =−1) 2471 0.216 0.207 0.067 0.144 0.292
R&D intensity (τ =−1) 2471 0.096 0.194 0.000 0.010 0.111
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Table 2: Funding flows around investment spikes
This table reports the aggregate statistics for the flow of funds around investment spikes. Panel A summarizes the
flow of funds around investment spikes identified by the regression filters at the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels;
Panel B summarizes the flow of funds around investment spikes identified by the Markov-switching filter at the 5%
significance level; and Panel C summarizes the sources of finance during investment spikes identified by the regression
filters at the 5% significance level by the 30 industry groups suggested by Mayer and Sussman (2005). The reported
summary statistics are components of cash flow identity and total assets, first normalized by the base-level investment
and then weighted by the proportion of investment spending during an investment spike to total investment spending
throughout all investment spikes in the corresponding sample. I drop the j-th investment spike if any of OPR j,τ/BASE j
or OT HER j,τ/BASE j falls outside the [-40,40] segment. The aggregate statistics do not include investment spikes with
any missing values in the cash-flow identity during the five-year window (τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}).

Panel A. Significance level in the regression filter

Sig. Level τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

1%

-2 3,167 16.99 0.9001 1.3284 0.0711 -0.2743 -0.2250
-1 3,167 18.54 0.9709 1.5181 0.0254 -0.2534 -0.3191
0 3,167 30.74 9.6635 1.3374 5.0480 0.5534 2.7248

+1 3,167 29.73 1.0783 1.2736 -0.1232 -0.1016 0.0296
+2 3,167 29.63 1.0506 1.4869 -0.2503 -0.2616 0.0757

5%

-2 7,494 15.79 0.8891 1.1576 0.1150 -0.1891 -0.1945
-1 7,494 17.32 0.9822 1.3267 0.1107 -0.1734 -0.2817
0 7,494 25.23 6.2764 1.2831 3.0978 0.3215 1.5919

+1 7,494 24.70 1.0775 1.2120 -0.0377 -0.1081 0.0113
+2 7,494 24.88 1.0512 1.4043 -0.1288 -0.2449 0.0205

10%

-2 10,744 15.05 0.8826 1.1022 0.1134 -0.1516 -0.1814
-1 10,744 16.55 0.9980 1.2851 0.1090 -0.1503 -0.2458
0 10,744 23.05 5.2538 1.2442 2.5036 0.2186 1.2873

+1 10,744 22.65 1.0733 1.1362 0.0105 -0.1210 0.0477
+2 10,744 22.95 1.0461 1.3585 -0.0714 -0.2242 -0.0168

Panel B. Using Markov-switching filter

Investment pattern τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

(0,0,1,0,0)-type

-2 1,760 12.52 0.8588 1.0969 0.0703 -0.3578 0.0494
-1 1,760 13.43 1.0361 1.2659 0.0535 -0.3044 0.0212
0 1,760 19.33 3.8334 1.4139 1.5253 -0.1583 1.0525

+1 1,760 19.48 1.0842 1.3507 0.1453 -0.1457 -0.2661
+2 1,760 20.05 1.0209 1.4996 0.0001 -0.3670 -0.1118

(0,0,1,1,0,0)-type

-2 338 9.39 0.7420 0.9250 -0.0083 -0.0985 -0.0763
-1 338 10.17 0.9193 1.2360 -0.1183 -0.2405 0.0421
0§ 338 14.86 2.6615 1.1904 1.1530 -0.1579 0.4761
+1 338 15.76 1.2095 1.2861 -0.0526 0.0400 -0.0640
+2 338 16.43 1.1292 1.3391 0.0120 -0.2281 0.0062

§ In the case of two-year investment spikes, the two-year averages of total assets (TA) and each component of cash-
flow identity (I, OPR, LT DEBT , EQUITY , and OT HER) are used to construct the aggregate statistics reported in this
row. Base-level investment is defined as the average of investment expenditures measured in the first two years and
the last two years of the five-year window.
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Table 2 (Continued): Funding flows around investment spikes

Panel C. Sources of finance by industry group

Code Industry Obs. I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

1 Agriculture 32 7.9385 2.0755 4.6806 0.3408 0.8416
2 Mining 81 4.4847 1.4974 3.3357 0.7462 -1.0947
3 Oil and gas extraction 271 3.6631 0.8791 1.8863 0.4599 0.4379
4 Construction related 93 6.3917 2.1121 1.6029 0.3037 2.3730
5 Food 254 6.3977 1.5345 3.3676 -0.2628 1.7584
6 Tobacco 17 11.7531 1.4251 4.0992 -0.4653 6.6941
7 Textile 66 7.0629 1.6005 5.4536 0.1415 -0.1326
8 Apparel 87 8.8829 1.8654 5.3046 0.9986 0.7143
9 Lumber and wood 38 7.8082 1.5998 5.4852 0.2681 0.4551

10 Furniture and fixture 50 3.7587 1.3458 2.1394 -0.0898 0.3633
11 Paper 105 4.5022 1.2738 2.1875 0.0889 0.9520
12 Printer and publishing 124 7.7891 1.4316 4.2031 -0.2617 2.4160
13 Chemicals 581 9.1222 1.3795 3.9586 -0.0783 3.8624
14 Petrol refining 59 1.7000 1.3132 0.2968 0.0916 -0.0016
15 Rubber and plastic 107 5.0860 1.4104 3.2705 0.0536 0.3515
16 Leather 26 5.0580 2.3131 1.6984 4.1999 -3.1533
17 Stone and concrete 62 4.6994 1.6068 2.0694 0.4921 0.5311
18 Primary metal 151 5.7176 1.4248 3.3288 0.5399 0.4241
19 Other metal 131 4.9895 1.2716 2.9293 0.3145 0.4741
20 Machinery 495 5.5646 1.9671 2.0701 -0.2241 1.7515
21 Electrical products 776 7.3671 1.1747 3.0090 -0.0066 3.1900
22 Transportation equipment 207 4.8795 1.3664 2.5618 0.4016 0.5497
23 Other: Watches, photos 560 14.6702 0.6174 7.3235 0.3075 6.4218
24 Miscellaneous products 95 11.0760 1.4290 6.6327 2.1593 0.8551
25 Transportation services 193 2.6225 0.8099 1.2256 0.1276 0.4594
26 Communication 341 3.6821 0.9776 1.7268 0.4759 0.5018
27 Wholesale 323 6.9128 1.5562 3.8014 0.9012 0.6541
28 Retail 495 7.0961 1.3519 3.5016 0.9560 1.2866
29 Other services 1,604 10.2487 1.4353 6.3922 1.0699 1.3513
30 Other 70 2.5480 1.5924 0.7915 0.3339 -0.1697

Total 7,494 6.2764 1.2831 3.0798 0.3215 1.5919
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Table 3: Business cycles and investment spike financing

This table is designed to analyze whether investment spike financing differs during expansion and contraction phases
of business cycles. Based on the business cycle reference dates announced by the NBER’s Business Cycle Dating
Committee, years 1991-2000, 2002-2007, and 2010-2011 are categorized as expansions; while years 1990, 2001, 2008,
and 2009 are contractions. Panel A shows the investment-weighted flow of funds around investment spikes according
to these phases. The summary statistics report the flow of funds and total assets, first normalized by the base-level
investment and then weighted by the proportion of investment spending during an investment spike to total investment
spending throughout all investment spikes each sample. I drop the j-th investment spike if any of OPR j,τ/BASE j or
OT HER j,τ/BASE j falls outside the [-40,40] segment. Investment spikes with any missing values in the cash-flow
identity during the five-year event window (τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}) are not included. Panel B reports the results
for Student’s t-tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests to test whether there are significant differences in equity and debt
dependence. See Appendix A.1 for the formulas and the Compustat items used to construct equity dependence and
debt dependence. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Panel A. Business cycles and the flow of funds around investment spikes

Time period τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

-2 6,248 15.1581 0.8542 1.1047 0.0689 -0.0907 -0.2287
-1 6,248 16.4825 0.9453 1.2515 0.0344 -0.0924 -0.2481

Expansions 0 6,248 24.5241 6.3667 1.2970 3.1792 0.4017 1.4888
+1 6,248 23.9939 1.1186 1.2390 -0.0734 -0.1195 0.0725
+2 6,248 24.0293 1.0820 1.2852 -0.0901 -0.2145 0.1014

-2 1,246 18.2100 1.0230 1.3603 0.2917 -0.5657 -0.0632
-1 1,246 20.5150 1.1237 1.6149 0.4029 -0.4836 -0.4105

Contractions 0 1,246 27.9239 5.9303 1.2300 2.6991 0.0143 1.9869
+1 1,246 27.3898 0.9200 1.1085 0.0990 -0.0643 -0.2232
+2 1,246 28.1612 0.9333 1.8607 -0.2768 -0.3612 -0.2895

Panel B. Business cycles and equity and debt dependence during investment spikes

Sample Period Obs. Equity Dependence Debt Dependence

Mean Median Mean Median

Whole sample 7494 0.2691 0.0071 0.2734 0.1339
Expansions 6248 0.3009 0.0092 0.2780 0.1385
Contractions 1246 0.1095 0.0013 0.2508 0.1048

T-statistic/Z-statistic 5.21 6.52 1.31 1.09
P-value 0.0000*** 0.0000*** 0.1893 0.2748
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Table 4: Firm size and funding flows around investment spikes
This table summarizes the flow of funds around investment spikes by firm size. Panel A reports the investment-
weighted flow of funds around investment spikes undertaken by large firms and small firms. The total assets at the
beginning of the year with an investment spike (TA j,τ=−1) are used to group firms with an investment spike into
small, medium, and large firms at the 33rd and 67th percentiles. The summary statistics report the flow of funds
and total assets, first normalized by the base-level investment and then weighted by the proportion of investment
spending during an investment spike to total investment spending throughout all investment spikes in the sample. I
drop the j-th investment spike if any of OPR j,τ/BASE j or OT HER j,τ/BASE j falls outside the [-40,40] segment. The
aggregate statistics do not include investment spikes with any missing values in the cash-flow identity during the
five-year event window (τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}). Panel B shows other financing sources (i.e., OT HER) broken into
nine components to examine which components are more important sources of finance: “Decrease in cash and cash
equivalents,” “Decrease in cash dividends,” “Decrease in other investments,” “Decrease in inventories,” “Decrease
in accounts receivable,” “Increase in accounts payable,” “Increase in debt in current liabilities,” “Increase in taxes
payable,” and “Increase in net other current liabilities.” See Appendix A.1 for the formulas and the Compustat items
used to construct these. Note that missing Compustat items have been replaced with zeros whenever appropriate and
investment spikes without complete information for these components have been dropped.

Panel A. Flow of funds by sub-samples based on firm size

Subsample τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

Large firms

-2 2,473 16.05 0.8980 1.1878 0.1187 -0.2280 -0.1806
-1 2,473 17.55 0.9860 1.3482 0.1215 -0.2382 -0.2455
0 2,473 25.21 6.0591 1.3073 2.9089 0.2131 1.6299

+1 2,473 24.66 1.0714 1.2401 -0.0221 -0.1385 -0.0081
+2 2,473 24.86 1.0447 1.4395 -0.1257 -0.2717 0.0026

Small firms

-2 2,473 11.34 0.6343 0.3469 -0.1538 1.0237 -0.5826
-1 2,473 14.12 0.8508 0.3428 -0.0352 2.0557 -1.5125
0 2,473 30.38 11.5876 -0.0656 6.3181 4.7707 0.5643

+1 2,473 29.55 1.3451 -0.4152 -0.1959 1.0594 0.8968
+2 2,473 29.44 1.1699 -0.1162 -0.2993 0.9875 0.5978

Panel B. Breakdown of other financing sources by firm size

Subsample τ Obs. OT HER

Components of OT HER

Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Inc. Inc. Inc. Inc.
in in in in in in in in in

CASH DIV OI INV T AR AP DLC T XP NOCL

Large firms

-2 2,365 -0.18 -0.20 -0.00 0.01 -0.05 -0.12 0.09 -0.01 -0.02 0.10
-1 2,365 -0.23 -0.34 -0.06 0.02 -0.09 -0.15 0.14 0.06 0.02 0.06
0 2,365 1.58 0.21 0.02 0.52 -0.38 -0.43 0.09 0.58 0.08 0.31

+1 2,365 0.01 -0.19 -0.06 0.15 0.04 0.16 0.07 -0.32 -0.05 0.17
+2 2,365 0.01 -0.29 -0.01 0.09 -0.02 -0.03 0.03 -0.12 0.01 0.09

Small firms

-2 2,031 -0.62 -0.50 0.08 0.15 -0.09 -0.23 0.06 -0.25 0.03 0.06
-1 2,031 -1.05 -0.60 0.00 -0.20 -0.17 -0.38 0.14 -0.11 0.00 0.12
0 2,031 0.69 -0.15 0.02 0.25 -1.28 -1.91 1.10 1.07 0.08 1.15

+1 2,031 0.47 0.02 -0.01 0.20 -0.06 -0.08 -0.03 0.48 -0.04 -0.10
+2 2,031 0.48 -0.14 -0.02 -0.21 -0.01 -0.04 -0.01 0.13 0.01 0.19
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Table 5: Firm characteristics and investment spike financing

This table reports the results for Student’s t-tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests as well as the means and medians of
equity and debt dependence by subgroups based on profitability, level of future growth opportunities, tangibility of
assets, R&D intensity, and firm size. The investment spikes are grouped into “Above median” and “Below median”
based on the median of the proxies for those firm characteristics measured at the beginning of the years with an invest-
ment spike (i.e., τ = −1). Appendix A.1 describes the construction of the variables representing firm characteristics.
Equity dependence ((E/I) j,τ=0) and debt dependence ([D/I]) j,τ=0) are constructed as follows:

(E/I) j,τ=0 =
EQUITYj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
; (D/I) j,τ=0 =

LT DEBTj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
,

where I j,τ=0 measures investment outlays on tangible assets, intangible assets, and acquisitions; EQUITYj,τ=0 mea-
sures funds from issues of ordinary and preferred shares net of retirements; and LT DEBTj,τ=0 measures funds from
issues of long-term debt capital net of retirements. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels,
respectively.

Panel A. Firm characteristics and equity dependence ((E/I) j,τ=0)

Category Statistics All Above Below T-stat P-valuespikes median median / Z-stat

Firm Size Mean 0.2691 0.0018 0.5364 -20.02 0.0000***
Median 0.0071 0.0005 0.0218 -21.03 0.0000***

Profitability Mean 0.2691 0.0950 0.4355 -12.30 0.0000***
Median 0.0071 0.0037 0.0102 -10.49 0.0000***

Market-to-book Mean 0.2691 0.3485 0.0569 11.77 0.0000***
Median 0.0071 0.0257 0.0006 14.97 0.0000***

Tangibility Mean 0.2691 0.1736 0.3640 -6.97 0.0000***
Median 0.0071 0.0016 0.0205 -9.61 0.0000***

R&D intensity Mean 0.2691 0.3886 0.1515 8.69 0.0000***
Median 0.0071 0.0167 0.0024 7.28 0.0000***

Panel B. Firm characteristics and debt dependence ((D/I) j,τ=0)

Category Statistics All Above Below T-stat P-valuespikes median median / Z-stat

Firm Size Mean 0.2734 0.3169 0.2300 5.64 0.0000***
Median 0.1339 0.2948 0.0000 10.11 0.0000***

Profitability Mean 0.2734 0.3023 0.2607 2.57 0.0102**
Median 0.1339 0.2131 0.1481 3.44 0.0006***

Market-to-book Mean 0.2734 0.2764 0.2828 -0.41 0.6811
Median 0.1339 0.0000 0.2628 -4.62 0.0000***

Tangibility Mean 0.2734 0.3228 0.2239 6.42 0.0000***
Median 0.1339 0.3329 0.0000 12.42 0.0000***

R&D intensity Mean 0.2734 0.2206 0.3256 -6.83 0.0000***
Median 0.1339 0.0000 0.3023 -11.20 0.0000***
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Table 6: Equity and debt dependence during investment spikes—Between Group regressions

This table reports the results of the Between Group regressions to investigate whether the effects of various firm
characteristics on equity and debt dependence during investment spikes remain after firm size, industry effects, and
year effects are controlled for. The dependent variables are constructed as follows:

(E/I) j,τ=0 =
EQUITYj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
; (D/I) j,τ=0 =

LT DEBTj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
,

where I j,τ=0 measures investment outlays on tangible assets, intangible assets, and acquisitions; EQUITYj,τ=0 mea-
sures funds from issues of ordinary and preferred shares net of retirements; and LT DEBTj,τ=0 measures funds from
issues of long-term debt capital net of retirements. Appendix A.1 describes the construction of the variables included
in the regressions. All regressions include both year and industry dummies. The robust standard errors are reported in
parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively for the two-tailed tests.

Panel A. Equity dependence during investment spikes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0

D_SMALL j,τ=−1 0.558*** 0.521*** 0.432*** 0.540*** 0.565*** 0.358***
(0.041) (0.031) (0.033) (0.030) (0.035) (0.025)

D_HPRFj,τ=−1 -0.371*** -0.447***
(0.036) (0.042)

D_HMB j,τ=−1 0.293*** 0.401***
(0.029) (0.039)

D_HTAN j,τ=−1 -0.118*** -0.064**
(0.039) (0.032)

D_HRD j,τ=−1 0.300*** 0.115***
(0.043) (0.044)

INT ERCEPT -0.228 -0.096 -0.346 -0.144 -0.318 -0.201
(0.231) (0.208) (0.232) (0.228) (0.194) (0.242)

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 7,494 7,000 6,965 7,488 7,492 6,481
Number of firm 5,130 4,849 4,744 5,125 5,128 4,466
Adjusted R-squared 0.091 0.108 0.097 0.093 0.100 0.133
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Table 6 (Continued): Equity and debt dependence during investment spikes—Between Group re-
gressions

Panel B. Debt dependence during investment spikes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0

D_SMALL j,τ=−1 -0.099*** -0.095*** -0.094*** -0.090*** -0.101*** -0.085***
(0.020) (0.020) (0.018) (0.022) (0.020) (0.018)

D_HPRFj,τ=−1 0.023 0.011
(0.019) (0.018)

D_HMB j,τ=−1 -0.000 0.009
(0.019) (0.019)

D_HTAN j,τ=−1 0.054** 0.049*
(0.024) (0.025)

D_HRD j,τ=−1 -0.112*** -0.114***
(0.026) (0.025)

INT ERCEPT 0.311 0.311* 0.321 0.273 0.344* 0.330
(0.213) (0.188) (0.198) (0.201) (0.197) (0.252)

Industry dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 7,494 7,000 6,965 7,488 7,492 6,481
Number of firm 5,130 4,849 4,744 5,125 5,128 4,466
Adjusted R-squared 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.020 0.023 0.024
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Table 7: Spike size and funding flows around investment spikes

This table is designed to examine whether financing patterns differ substantially across subgroups based on the mag-
nitude of investment spikes. Panel A shows the investment-weighted funding flows around investment spikes for
large firms according to the magnitude of investment spikes, while Panel B shows the investment-weighted funding
flows around investment spikes for small firms according to the magnitude of investment spikes. The magnitudes
of investment spikes are measured by SPIKESIZE j as defined in Section 2.2. Q1, Q2, and Q3 represent the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd quartiles of SPIKESIZE j, respectively. The summary statistics report the flow of funds and total as-
sets, first normalized by the base-level investment and then weighted by the proportion of investment spending during
an investment spike to total investment spending throughout all investment spikes in each sample. I drop the j-th
investment spike if any OPR j,τ/BASE j or OT HER j,τ/BASE j falls outside the [-40,40] segment. The aggregate statis-
tics do not include investment spikes with any missing values in the cash-flow identity during the five-year window
(τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}).

Panel A. Large firms

Subsample τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

SPIKESIZE j < Q1

-2 871 13.00 0.8856 0.9886 0.1023 -0.1054 -0.0999
-1 871 14.23 0.9635 1.1173 0.1715 -0.1063 -0.2189
0 871 15.87 1.5498 1.2515 0.2404 -0.0565 0.1143

+1 871 16.03 1.0644 1.1881 0.1462 -0.1115 -0.1584
+2 871 16.59 1.0865 1.3164 0.0562 -0.1859 -0.1001

Q1≤ SPIKESIZE j < Q2

-2 606 16.85 0.8586 1.0140 0.1678 -0.0784 -0.2448
-1 606 18.00 0.9301 1.2160 0.0679 -0.1616 -0.1923
0 606 22.48 2.5793 1.2901 0.9376 -0.0201 0.3717

+1 606 22.78 1.1029 1.3660 -0.0157 -0.1917 -0.0557
+2 606 22.96 1.1084 1.3490 -0.1006 -0.2294 0.0894

Q2≤ SPIKESIZE j < Q3

-2 503 15.07 0.8911 1.1784 0.0714 -0.2707 -0.0879
-1 503 17.15 0.9786 1.3392 0.1915 -0.3414 -0.2107
0 503 21.99 4.1718 1.2622 1.8575 -0.1065 1.1586

+1 503 21.98 1.0984 1.2702 0.0021 -0.1902 0.0164
+2 503 23.11 1.0319 1.5632 0.0362 -0.3196 -0.2479

SPIKESIZE j ≥ Q3

-2 493 19.29 0.9404 1.5172 0.1293 -0.4327 -0.2734
-1 493 20.99 1.0503 1.6835 0.0662 -0.3723 -0.3271
0 493 38.58 14.1132 1.4016 7.5823 0.8219 4.3074

+1 493 36.43 1.0437 1.1966 -0.2171 -0.1044 0.1686
+2 493 35.77 0.9656 1.5626 -0.4211 -0.3645 0.1886
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Table 7 (Continued): Spike size and funding flows around investment spikes

Panel B. Small firms

Subsample τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

SPIKESIZE j < Q1

-2 420 9.73 0.7277 0.5091 -0.0806 0.5401 -0.2409
-1 420 11.46 0.8728 0.7607 -0.0909 1.1777 -0.9748
0 420 13.92 1.7307 0.6686 0.1558 1.2338 -0.3276

+1 420 15.53 1.1525 0.6525 0.1890 0.6070 -0.2961
+2 420 16.91 1.2471 0.8739 -0.0700 0.6505 -0.2074

Q1≤ SPIKESIZE j < Q2

-2 609 11.18 0.6843 0.3755 -0.0452 0.7853 -0.4313
-1 609 13.46 0.8560 0.5799 -0.2494 1.7498 -1.2243
0 609 17.93 2.7145 0.4059 0.8405 1.5466 -0.0784

+1 609 18.54 1.1919 0.2683 0.1721 0.7255 0.0259
+2 609 20.03 1.2679 0.7255 0.1928 0.8068 -0.4571

Q2≤ SPIKESIZE j < Q3

-2 703 10.72 0.6252 0.3063 -0.0934 0.9244 -0.5120
-1 703 13.22 0.8950 0.2823 -0.1541 1.9667 -1.1998
0 703 20.87 4.2944 0.0264 1.7805 2.6141 -0.1266

+1 703 22.14 1.2663 -0.2276 0.3822 1.0341 0.0776
+2 703 22.84 1.2135 -0.0902 0.1381 1.0241 0.1414

SPIKESIZE j ≥ Q3

-2 741 11.84 0.6142 0.3362 -0.2136 1.1820 -0.6905
-1 741 14.98 0.8288 0.2579 0.0716 2.2756 -1.7763
0 741 39.31 17.9211 -0.3085 10.2520 6.8660 1.1115

+1 741 36.97 1.4381 -0.7898 -0.5676 1.2068 1.5887
+2 741 35.95 1.1189 -0.4534 -0.6241 1.0584 1.1379
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Table 8: Effect of spike size on equity and debt dependence

This table reports the results of the Between Group regressions designed to examine how small firms’ equity
((E/I) j,τ=0) and debt dependence ((D/I) j,τ=0) are affected by the size of investment spikes compared to large firms.
The dependent variables are constructed as follows:

(E/I) j,τ=0 =
EQUITYj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
; (D/I) j,τ=0 =

LT DEBTj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
,

where I j,τ=0 measures investment outlays on tangible assets, intangible assets, and acquisitions; EQUITYj,τ=0 mea-
sures funds from issues of ordinary and preferred shares net of retirements; and LT DEBTj,τ=0 measures funds from
issues of long-term debt capital net of retirements. The natural logarithm of the abnormal component of an invest-
ment spike (LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0), interaction terms between LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0, and the dummy variables such as
D_SMALL j,τ=−1 are included as explanatory variables. The variables used in the regressions are described in Ap-
pendix A.1. The robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%,
and 10% levels, respectively for the two-tailed tests.

Panel A. Size of investment spike and equity dependence

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0

INT ERCEPT 0.254*** -0.058*** -0.306 -0.257
(0.034) (0.020) (0.205) (0.186)

D_SMALL j,τ=−1 0.779*** 0.770*** 0.590***
(0.080) (0.076) (0.068)

D_HPRFj,τ=−1 -0.582***
(0.072)

D_HMB j,τ=−1 0.467***
(0.072)

D_HTAN j,τ=−1 -0.149*
(0.081)

D_HRD j,τ=−1 0.182**
(0.073)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0 0.068*** 0.070*** 0.050*** 0.032
(0.022) (0.013) (0.015) (0.051)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_SMALL j,τ=−1 -0.146*** -0.158*** -0.179***
(0.037) (0.039) (0.032)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HPRFj,τ=−1 0.098**
(0.042)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HMB j,τ=−1 -0.041
(0.038)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HTAN j,τ=−1 0.062
(0.044)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HRD j,τ=−1 -0.052
(0.038)

Industry dummies No No Yes Yes
Year dummies No No Yes Yes
Observations 7,494 7,494 7,494 6,481
Number of firms 5,130 5,130 5,130 4,466
Adjusted R-squared 0.001 0.055 0.093 0.138
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Table 8 (Continued): Effect of spike size on equity and debt dependence

Panel B. Size of investment spike and debt dependence

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0

INT ERCEPT 0.115*** 0.144*** 0.135 0.210
(0.021) (0.025) (0.173) (0.233)

D_SMALL j,τ=−1 -0.093** -0.085* -0.115***
(0.038) (0.044) (0.029)

D_HPRFj,τ=−1 -0.018
(0.049)

D_HMB j,τ=−1 0.043
(0.034)

D_HTAN j,τ=−1 -0.079
(0.048)

D_HRD j,τ=−1 -0.101**
(0.045)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0 0.127*** 0.163*** 0.175*** 0.110***
(0.013) (0.015) (0.015) (0.040)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_SMALL j,τ=−1 -0.033 -0.041* -0.002
(0.023) (0.025) (0.022)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HPRFj,τ=−1 0.031
(0.028)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HMB j,τ=−1 -0.037*
(0.021)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HTAN j,τ=−1 0.133***
(0.027)

LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0×D_HRD j,τ=−1 0.013
(0.023)

Industry dummies No No Yes Yes
Year dummies No No Yes Yes
Observations 7,494 7,494 7,494 6,481
Number of firms 5,130 5,130 5,130 4,466
Adjusted R-squared 0.018 0.029 0.044 0.058
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Table 9: Initial leverage and funding flows around investment spikes

This table examines whether financing patterns differ substantially across subgroups based on initial leverage. Panel
A shows the investment-weighted flows of funds around investment spikes for large firms according to initial leverage,
while Panel B shows the investment-weighted flows of funds around investment spikes for small firms according to
initial leverage, measured as market leverage at the beginning of an investment spike (LEVj,τ=−1). Q1, Q2, and Q3
represent the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quartiles of LEVj,τ=−1, respectively. The summary statistics report the flow of funds
and total assets, first normalized by the base-level investment and then weighted by the proportion of investment
spending during an investment spike to total investment spending throughout all investment spikes in each sample.
I drop the j-th investment spike if any OPR j,τ/BASE j or OT HER j,τ/BASE j falls outside the [-40,40] segment. The
aggregate statistics do not include investment spikes with any missing values in the cash-flow identity during the
five-year window (τ ∈ {−2,−1,0,+1,+2}).

Panel A. Large firms

Subsample τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

LEVj,τ=−1 < Q1

-2 226 16.42 0.7791 1.7132 -0.1028 -0.8174 -0.0139
-1 226 18.02 0.8841 2.3013 -0.0615 -1.0068 -0.3489
0 226 27.24 6.7724 2.2523 2.3695 -0.4953 2.6458

+1 226 27.86 1.1213 2.0207 0.5046 -1.0864 -0.3176
+2 226 29.18 1.2156 2.3657 0.1864 -1.2356 -0.1010

Q1≤ LEVj,τ=−1 < Q2

-2 468 12.43 0.8192 1.4720 0.0276 -0.3386 -0.3418
-1 468 14.43 0.9084 1.7400 0.0067 -0.3843 -0.4540
0 468 25.23 7.0871 1.5074 3.3942 -0.0003 2.1858

+1 468 25.39 1.1533 1.4672 0.1441 -0.2182 -0.2398
+2 468 26.57 1.1191 1.9164 -0.0128 -0.2964 -0.4881

Q2≤ LEVj,τ=−1 < Q3

-2 828 15.59 0.9332 1.1347 0.1428 -0.2635 -0.0809
-1 828 16.95 1.0115 1.3072 0.1024 -0.2764 -0.1216
0 828 24.44 6.3107 1.3327 3.1837 0.1990 1.5954

+1 828 23.38 1.0384 1.1302 -0.1213 -0.1243 0.1538
+2 828 23.16 1.0169 1.2250 -0.2112 -0.3261 0.3292

LEVj,τ=−1 ≥ Q3

-2 795 19.89 0.9391 1.0056 0.1943 -0.0509 -0.2099
-1 795 21.51 1.0189 1.1829 0.2612 -0.0183 -0.4070
0 795 26.95 4.7732 1.0619 2.2678 0.4194 1.0242

+1 795 26.41 1.0458 1.0966 -0.1531 -0.0087 0.1110
+2 795 26.32 0.9963 1.2911 -0.2207 -0.0887 0.0146
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Table 9 (Continued): Initial leverage and funding flows around investment spikes

Panel B. Small firms

Subsample τ Obs. TA I
Sources of Finance

OPR LT DEBT EQUITY OT HER

LEVj,τ=−1 < Q1

-2 773 12.98 0.5729 0.3935 -0.1837 1.5876 -1.2245
-1 773 17.32 0.8495 0.7419 -0.2675 3.5382 -3.1631
0 773 30.04 8.7852 0.0753 3.0922 4.0359 1.5817

+1 773 30.41 1.3589 0.0011 -0.5743 1.5036 0.4285
+2 773 30.37 1.2187 -0.2194 0.0337 0.7881 0.6163

Q1≤ LEVj,τ=−1 < Q2

-2 691 10.81 0.6374 0.3520 -0.0637 1.2807 -0.9316
-1 691 13.83 0.8738 0.2530 -0.2069 2.4703 -1.6426
0 691 28.75 11.82 -0.6573 6.8978 4.3184 1.2580

+1 691 28.07 1.3357 -0.4342 -0.1448 1.2885 0.6262
+2 691 28.14 1.1531 -.06867 -0.3683 1.3493 0.2408

Q2≤ LEVj,τ=−1 < Q3

-2 403 12.18 0.8276 0.6613 -0.0712 0.5256 -0.2882
-1 403 14.02 0.9616 0.7740 -0.1237 0.8552 -0.5438
0 403 27.76 9.8442 0.4290 7.0327 1.5421 0.8404

+1 403 27.95 1.1571 0.5861 -0.3590 0.6186 0.3113
+2 403 28.55 1.0537 1.3092 -0.3664 0.3702 -0.2593

LEVj,τ=−1 ≥ Q3

-2 409 12.13 0.6800 0.2306 -0.0159 0.3658 0.0994
-1 409 13.42 0.8600 0.1681 0.5298 0.3854 -0.2232
0 409 33.66 16.0371 1.6153 11.1726 2.9310 0.3182

+1 409 30.81 1.3154 0.3481 -0.4652 0.4186 1.0139
+2 409 30.27 1.1446 0.7369 -1.0281 0.3382 1.0977
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Table 10: Effects of initial leverage on equity and debt dependence

This table reports the results of the Between Group regressions to examine how small firms’ equity ((E/I) j,τ=0) and
debt dependence ((D/I) j,τ=0) are affected by initial leverage compared to large firms. The dependent variables are
constructed as follows:

(E/I) j,τ=0 =
EQUITYj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
; (D/I) j,τ=0 =

LT DEBTj,τ=0

I j,τ=0
,

where I j,τ=0 measures investment outlays on tangible assets, intangible assets, and acquisitions; EQUITYj,τ=0 mea-
sures funds from issues of ordinary and preferred shares net of retirements; and LT DEBTj,τ=0 measures funds from
issues of long-term debt capital net of retirements. The market leverage at the beginning of an investment spike
(LEVj,τ=−1), interaction terms between LEVj,τ=−1, and the dummy variables such as D_SMALL j,τ=−1 are included
as explanatory variables. Appendix A.1 describes the variables used in the regressions. The robust standard errors
are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively for the
two-tailed tests.

Panel A. Initial leverage and equity dependence

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0 (E/I) j,τ=0

INT ERCEPT 0.574*** -0.063*** -0.375* -0.397**
(0.032) (0.021) (0.192) (0.190)

D_SMALL j,τ=−1 0.992*** 0.946*** 0.624***
(0.060) (0.058) (0.045)

D_HPRFj,τ=−1 -0.790***
(0.068)

D_HMB j,τ=−1 0.608***
(0.061)

D_HTAN j,τ=−1 0.014
(0.052)

D_HRD j,τ=−1 0.133*
(0.071)

LEVj,τ=−1 -0.923*** 0.264*** 0.305*** 0.270
(0.076) (0.052) (0.054) (0.170)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_SMALL j,τ=−1 -1.766*** -1.702*** -1.195***
(0.125) (0.139) (0.099)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HPRFj,τ=−1 1.398***
(0.147)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HMB j,τ=−1 -1.072***
(0.152)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HTAN j,τ=−1 -0.093
(0.126)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HRD j,τ=−1 -0.316**
(0.140)

Industry dummies No No Yes Yes
Year dummies No No Yes Yes
Observations 7,189 7,189 7,189 6,461
Number of firms 4,904 4,904 4,904 4,453
Adjusted R-squared 0.028 0.094 0.126 0.181
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Table 10 (Continued): Effects of initial leverage on equity dependence and debt dependence

Panel B. Initial leverage and debt dependence

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0 (D/I) j,τ=0

INT ERCEPT 0.091*** 0.144*** 0.129 0.108
(0.011) (0.016) (0.163) (0.216)

D_SMALL j,τ=−1 -0.083*** -0.094*** -0.060**
(0.024) (0.022) (0.029)

D_HPRFj,τ=−1 -0.000
(0.029)

D_HMB j,τ=−1 0.073***
(0.026)

D_HTAN j,τ=−1 0.015
(0.024)

D_HRD j,τ=−1 -0.056*
(0.032)

LEVj,τ=−1 0.766*** 0.635*** 0.644*** 0.679***
(0.046) (0.049) (0.067) (0.133)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_SMALL j,τ=−1 0.220*** 0.221** 0.112
(0.081) (0.086) (0.092)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HPRFj,τ=−1 0.231**
(0.091)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HMB j,τ=−1 0.340***
(0.091)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HTAN j,τ=−1 -0.145
(0.106)

LEVj,τ=−1×D_HRD j,τ=−1 0.135
(0.125)

Industry dummies No No Yes Yes
Year dummies No No Yes Yes
Observations 7,189 7,189 7,189 6,461
Number of firms 4,904 4,904 4,904 4,453
Adjusted R-squared 0.080 0.082 0.087 0.112
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Figure 1: Financing patterns around investment spikes

This figure shows the aggregate statistics for the flow of funds around investment spikes identified by the regression
filter at the 5% significance level. The time index τ represents the time in relation to an investment spike. The aggregate
statistics are components of cash flow identity, first normalized by the base-level investment and then weighted by the
proportion of investment spending during an investment spike to total investment spending throughout all investment
spikes in the spikes sample.
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Figure 5: Investment spike size and external financing sources during investment spikes

This figure examines if the relationships between the natural logarithm of the spike size and debt and equity dependen-
cies vary with firm size. The nine points in each line in the figure correspond to the nine deciles of LNSPIKESIZE j,τ=0.
Note that this figure is based on OLS regressions, as deciles are based on original spike size measures.
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Figure 6: Initial market leverage ratio and external financing sources during investment spikes

This figure examines if the relationships between initial leverage ratios and debt and equity dependencies vary with
firm size. The nine points in each line in the figure correspond to the nine deciles of LEVj,τ=−1. Note that this figure
is based on OLS regressions, as deciles are based on original spike size measures.
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